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ABSTRACT

An Evaluation of Supplementary Education
Programs
In State Schools for the Retarded
(April 1979)

Jane Theresa Miller, B.A., Emmanuel College
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Dr. Atron Gentry

The purpose of this study was to examine the nature
of 89-313 funded supplementary education programs at State

Schools for the Retarded in Massachusetts.

The programs

were examined with particular attention to State and
federal Special Education mandates as they impact upon

supplementary education programs in residential institutions.

Implicit to the study, was the assumption that

there were inherent difficulties in accomodating the re-

quirements of both Chapter 766, the State Special Education
Law,

and P.L. 89-313 in the design and development of the

supplementary education programs.
Data for the study was collected in a variety of ways.
First, the original Project funding proposals were analyzed
to determine individual Project design.

Second, a written

survey of both administrative and program staff of the
89-313 funded Project at each institution was developed and
administered.

Third, a two day site visit at each
Vi

institution was conducted.

During the individual Project

site visit, interviews were conducted with
Project admin^^trators and a randoin sample of Project staff.

Results of the study were reported in two stages.

Individual summaries of Project activities provided an

overview of the nature of 89-313 funded Projects at the
State Schools for the Retarded.

The summaries were de-

scriptive of all phases of Project activity, from design to

outcomes perceived by Project staff and administrators.

In

addition, populations served by individual Projects and the

staffing patterns of each Project were reported.
The second phase of reporting of data collected for
i

the study was an analysis of responses to both the adminis-

trative and staff questionnaires.

General trends and vari-

ations of responses were examined, for all Projects and for

individual Projects.

A discrepancy evaluation method was

used to analyze the data reported in the administrative and
staff questionnaires.
The 89-313 funded Projects at the six State Schools

for the Retarded were found to represent three models of

Project design.
1)

These models were:

Strictly supplemental services to
all clients in the institution.

2)

Supplemental services embodied in
a

3)

specific programmatic effort.

Supplemental services embodied in
vii

a diffuse

program effort.

In general, program design was a good
predictor of

the effectiveness of program delivery.

Where there was a

diffusion of 89-313 funded staff into many
institutional
niches, efforts toward accountability of Project
outcomes

were most severely hampered.

These Projects were both most

difficult to evaluate and least likely to be perceived as
successful.

The second and third categories of program

design were more frequently considered by both staff and

administration to have been successful in spite of numerous
obstacles to Project delivery.
A number of concerns emerged from analysis of the
results of the study.

These concerns are representative of

the attempt to incorporate current mandates of special edu-

cation and residential care for the retarded into the

institutional setting.

The dichotomy of intent is too

deeply imbedded into the rationales of existence for each
to successfully accomodate thorough adherence to both forces

in the same Project.

The implicit mandate of P.L. 89-313

to service every eligible student through the monies

available often serves to compound the ambiguity of Project
intent.

Normalization and mainstreaming, the similar conceptual bases of current movements in both residential care for
the retarded and special education respectively, demand

placement of clients in the least restrictive environment
viii

feasible to meet the individual client's
needs.
further demand that the environment in v;hich

They

any services

are provided have some normal aspects.

Students enrolled

primarily in special education programs must be
integrated
with normal peers for at least some part of their program.

Mentally retarded clients requiring specialized services
for some parts of their habilitation are to be housed in

environments that as closely as possible resemble those of
the larger peer groups.
In spite of movements toward normalization and mainstreeuning, public institutions for the retarded have con-

sistently existed as the most restrictive end of

a con-

t

tinuum of possible services.

Much of their original

rationale of protective, custodial care remains today.

Chapter 766 and P.L. 94-142 imposed upon the institutions
a new set of rules and regulations that demand the account-

ability of educational services to the institutional population.

P.L. 89-313 is impacted by these laws yet its own

ambiguous requirements diminish the incentives for the

institutions to pursue less restrictive placements for
their school age clients.

At the close of the study, recommendations are for-

mulated concerning future implementation of educational
programs at State Institutions for the Retarded.

The

recommendations address the concerns identified in analysis
of the results of the study.
IX
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

During the past decade^ educational services

provided to children in residential institutions for the
retarded have changed drastically.

Many of the changes

have been the result of educational legislation designed
to assure quality educational programs for handicapped

children.

This dissertation is concerned with the nature

of supplementary education programs at State Schools for
the Retarded in Massachusetts.

The focus of the study is

the impact of significant legislative mandates, P.L. 89-313

and Chapter 766, upon the delivery of educational services
at the institutions.

Background and Intent of P.L. 89-313
On November 1, 1965, through enactment of P.L. 89-313,

Congress extended the availability of funding under Title

I

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to

State Agencies directly responsible for providing free

public education to handicapped children.

Title

I

was

originally authorized to provide financial assistance to
local education agencies for the education of disadvantaged
children.

Disadvantaged children was simplis tically trans-

lated to mean children from low income families.
1

Funds

2

awarded through Title

I

were intended to augment and

improve ongoing educational programs.

Funding was awarded

on a formula basis derived from the average daily attendance figures for eligible children.

Title

I

was considered to be revolutionary legisla-

tion for a variety of reasons.

by Title

,

I

Among the precedents set

were:
1)

It was the first federal aid measure
to address deficits attending the
students themselves, as opposed to
monetary or material deficits within
the school systems they attended.

2)

It offered the first federal aid to
parochial schools.

3)

ESEA Title I was the first large aid
to education passed in the absence
of a national crisis (such as the
launching of Sputnik).

4)

ESEA Title I was the first major piece
of social legislation to require extensive evaluation (McLaughlin, 1975).

Title

I

was the beginnings of educational legislation

as it exists today.

It was the initial legislative attempt

to solve educational problems perceived to be resultant of

societal ills.

The underlying assumption was that the

educational achievement problems of numbers of students

whose home backgrounds could be measured as impoverished by
certain standards were the result of their backgrounds.
position of
The public school was placed in the theoretical
children from
attempting to overcome deficits inherent to
Implicit to the legislation was the
low income families.

3

t)6liGf that supplciTiGnting Gfforts of local school systGins

toward the education of students from low income families

would provide the school with

a

greater chance of success

in overcoming the achievement problems of numbers of these

students.

ESEA Title

I

was, in effect, founded on the

premise that 'more is better' in educational programming.
It did not address the manner or method of specific

educational programs.

Instead Title

I

assumed that doing

more of what was already being done was a solution to the
problem.

Title

I

was passed over much controversy concerning

the validity of its assumptions.

"In contrast to those

educators and legislators who identified the home as

a

major source of educational failure for the schools,

minority leaders contended that the roots of failure lay in
the school, and in the disregard of schoolmen for the views

and preferences of the parents."

(McLaughlin, 1975, p. 1).

Led by Senator Robert F. Kennedy, critics of the Bill
articulated that schools would not change their manner of

operation "without new and additional incentives to do."
(Ibid., p. 2.).

Although Kennedy and his followers were

supportive of the objectives of the Bill, the improvement
of educational programs for children from low income

families, their support of the passage of the legislation
the
was contingent upon certain safeguards being built into
to
receipt of funding. The demanded safeguards evolved

.
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become "a reporting and dissemination scheme that was

subsequently included in the ESEA legislation, and of the

evaluation provision that requires projects to be regularly
assessed for their effectiveness in meeting the special

educational needs of disadvantaged children."
p.

3.

(Ibid.,

)

The theory behind the reporting and evaluation system

was that it would provide the federal government with
dual advantage:

a

First, data would be available on the

nature of programs funded and consequent utilization of
funding;

second, federal officials hoped to be able to

identify through the required reporting system, model pro-

grams providing supplementairy educational services to Title
I

eligible students.

As the mechanism to provide this dual

information system was never clarified or uniform for all

funded projects, the results of the reporting requirements
of Title

I

projects seldom provided information beyond the

nature of programs and utilization of funding.
In 1965, extension of the eligibility requirements of

ESEA Title

I

through P.L. 89-313 addressed handicapped

children "including mentally retarded, hard of hearing,
deaf, speech impaired, visually handicapped, seriously

emotionally disturbed, crippled, or other health impaired"
(P.L. 89-313, Section 103) for whom a State agency is

responsible to provide an education.

The amendment, passed

in the same Congress as the initial legislation, strongly

:

5

stated its commitment toward improving the quality of

education for all handicapped children by stipulating that
'•payment to the states for handicapped children in state

supported schools and institutions shall be the maximum

grant as determined by the formula regardless of the sums
appropriated."

(P.L. 89-313, Section 103).

Thus, all

handicapped children in state supported schools or institutions were guaranteed priority funding regardless of the

amount of appropriation.
P.L. 89-313 extended the precedent of supplementing

educational programs for

a

nonspecific group of children

perceived to be at a disadvantage in the educational pro4

cess to a specific group of children perceived to be at
such disadvantage as to warrant priority funding under the
legislation.

It became landmark legislation for the

education of the handicapped as the first to recognize and
provide monetary incentives to the states for improving the

quality of day to day educational services for all handicapped children.
In 1974, Title I and the 89-313 amendment were

further amended through P.L.

9

3-380 with the follov/ing

requirements
A State agency shall use the payments
made under this section only for programs
and projects (including acquisition of
equipment, and when necessary, the construction of school facilities) which are
designed to meet the special educational

.
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needs of such children, and the State
agency shall provide assurances to the
Commissioner that each child in average
daily attendance counted ... will be
provided with such a program commensurate with his special needs.
(Section c).
In addition,
In the case where such a child leaves
an educational program for handicapped
children operated or supported by the
State agency in order to participate in
such a program operated or supported by
a local education agency, such child
shall be counted under subsection (b)
if;
(1) he continues to receive an
appropriately designed educational program; and (2) the State agency transfers
to the local educational agency an amount
equal to the sums received by such State
agency under this section which are
attributable to such child, to be used
for the purposes set forth in subsection (d).
(Section d)
P.L. 89-313 as amended by P.L, 93-380 significantly

advanced public educational services for handicapped

children in three major ways:

First, it was funding to be

supplementary manner to ongoing educational pro-

used in

a

grams.

Inherent to its supplementary use was the assump-

tion and endorsement of day to day educational services for

eligible handicapped children at public expense.

Second,

the legislation stipulated that funding be used in such

manner as is appropriate to meeting the "special educational needs" of each child.

In effect, programs for ex-

ceptional students funded through P.L. 89-313 were to be

designed in accordance with each chiJ.d*s specific educational needs.

Third, the amendment of P.L. 89-313 through

7

P.L. 93-380 provided an explicit incentive to deinstitu-

tionalization of handicapped children.

It mandated that

funds provided to institutions or State agencies for the

education of handicapped children should follow that
student to the local education agency should the child
attend school there and continue to receive an appropriate

educational program.
In the twelve years following the enactment of P.L.

89-313, much has happened in special education to color

both its implementation and effectiveness.

This disserta-

tion is concerned with the nature of 89-313 programs in

state operated residential institutions for the retarded
and the impact of other state and federal special education

legislation on these programs.

The programs considered in

the study were in operation from September

1,

1976 through

September 30, 1977.
Synopsis of the Programs
There are six State-supported, designated residential

institutions for the retarded in Massachusetts.

They are

spread across the major geographic areas of the State and
offer equivalent overall services.

All are required by

statute to provide educational programs to that portion of
age.
the population from three through twenty-one years of

Each child enrolled in an educational program generates an

entitlement under P.L. 89-313.

Each of the schools had

.

0

applied for and received 89-313 funds.
are considered in this study.

All six programs

The nature of the programs

is as varied as the population they serve.

Belchertown State School's 89-313 funds were used to

establish the "Creative Play Center Project".

Commonly

called the "Play Lab", the Project is located in

a large

L-shaped room in the Children's Unit of the State School.
Specially designed environments provide physical, cognitive
and affective educational experiences through the explora-

tion of new sensory inputs.

Objectives of the program

include further development of fine and gross motor skills
and of sensory perception toward the goal of independent
movement'.

The program is designed for severely handicapped

students

Implementation of the Play Lab at Belchertown State
School occurred in two phases.

introduction period.

First, was the four month

During that time, the Project staff

focused upon informing other institutional staff of the
concepts and services of the Play Lab.

Concurrently, the

staff designed and built the Lab environment and selected
the client population.

The second phase of the Project was

actual provision of services.

A three week experimental

component prefaced the formal programming activities that
began in March 1977.

Beginning in phase two, fifty clients

received regular services from the Project.
Multiple problems plagued the "Creative Play Center

9

Project" at Belchertown State School.

Initially, uncer-

tainty about space and poor communication among staff

members at the State School constituted significant obstacles to the success of the program.

Poor communication and

poor acceptance by the larger community of the Institution

continued to present problems to the Project throughout the
funding year.
Programs initially developed through 89-313 funding
at Paul A. Dever State School underwent drastic changes

during the Project funding year.

Program changes occurred

through administrative reorganization at the Institution.
Until March of the funding year, a program called "Project
Impact" supplemented existing Department of Mental Health
staff educational activities with students at the State
School.

In March all educational activities by the Depart-

ment of Mental Health staff for the under twenty-two population were terminated and total programming for the clients
in that age range became the responsibility of a different

staff from the Department of Education.

Project Impact emerged from the reorganization with a

more coherent structure than it had possessed in earlier

Project stages.

Project objectives included increasing

readiness skills for nonambulatory and severely disabled
children, preparing children to live in a homelike environment, assisting children with special motor problems, refrom
ducing inappropriate behaviors that prevent children

10

successful group interaction, and increasing work skills.
The Project objectives, ge^lred toward an overall goal of

preparing clients for eventual deinstitutionalization, were
addressed in a variety of programs funded either wholly or
in part by 89—313 monies.

Thus, Project Impact was

actually a broad-based collection of smaller programs.

Like the Creative Play Center Project at Belchertown
State School, Project Impact at Paul A. Dover State School

encountered implementation problems primarily as a result
of poor communication with other institutional staff.

These communication problems were often compounded by

communication problems among program components of the
overall Project.
The 89-313 Project at Walter E. Fernald State School

differed from the previous two Projects in that its major
emphasis was on indirect services to clients.

The focus of

the Project was to provide more comprehensive educational

programs and services enabling the movement of clients to
more normalized environments within the community.

Project

staff acted as liaison workers to obtain these services

both within the Institution and the community.

The seven

person liaison staff hired through the 89-313 funds was, in
link between the Institution and the community

for the under twenty— two population at the State School.

As with the Project at Dever School, the Fernald
the
Project suffered from administrative turnover during

11

funding year.

Documentation and accountability of Project

activities suffered greatly as a result of the turnover.
In spite of internal problems, a number of clients from the

Fernald School were placed in community educational progreims

during the Project year.
P.L. 89-313 funds at the Charles V. Hogan Regional

Center provided augmented educational services at the

Institution through the development of an interdisciplinary
team service model.

As in the Dever Project, a broad range

of services were funded through the Project.

These ser-

vices included activities of daily living, communication
skills, sensory motor programming, community living pre-

paration, and pre- vocational and vocational training.

In

addition, the funding was used to run a summer education-

recreation program for a number of clients at the
Institution.

Contrary to the Projects at Belchertown State School
and the Paul A. Dever State School, the Hogan 89-313 Project was viewed as a facilitator of communication with

other staff at the Institution.

The Project assisted

intr a— institutional communication through its multidisci—

linary design.

Staff from the Project and general insti-

tutional staff worked closely together throughout all

Project activities.
g 9_313

three ways.

funding at Monson State Hospital was used in
First, the monies provided administrative

.
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support SGrvicBs and additional staffing for four existing
institutional programs.

Second, evening education and

recreation programs were established for students expected
to enter public schools in the fall of 1977.

Last,

materials and furnishings were purchased for the normalization of the environment of two ongoing programs.

The

overall goal of the Project was the preparation of clients
for successful deinstitutionalization.

The Monson State Hospital Project integrated a number
of activities under the umbrella of 89-313 funding as did
the Dever and Hogan Projects.

Like the Hogan Project, in-

creased communication with other institutional staff was
viewed as a positive effect of the Project.

A significant

number of students were deinstitutionalized during the

funding year as

a

result of the Project's focus upon this

process.

Like the Monson Project, Wrentham State School's
89-313 funds were used to provide additional staff support
to four ongoing programs at the State School.

A signifi-

cant change in the population served by the Project during
of the
its funding year required changes in the emphasis

programs during the Project.

Overall project goals were

of individstated to be meeting the behavioral objectives
educational
ual clients as reflected in their individual

plans
89-313 Projects,
As in the Delchertown and Dever

13

collaboration and communication with other institutional
staff were cited as major problems in implementation
of the
Project. Communication problems for this Project were

compounded by the shift in Project population.
Background of the Study
As shown in the prior brief Project descriptions,

89-313 programs at similar institutions serving similar

populations were not necessarily similar in focus.
interpreted the broad mandates of P.L. 89-313 in

a

Each

manner

complementary to its ongoing educational programming.

The

nature of the individual Projects was effected by a variety
of pressures, not least among these the State and federal

legislative mandates concerning the education of exceptional
children.

Current Massachusetts Special Education legis-

lation, Chapter 766, was passed by the legislature in 1972
to

provide for a flexible and uniform
system of special education program
opportunities for all children requiring special education; to provide
a flexible and nondiscriminatory
system for identifying and evaluating
the individual needs of children requiring special education; requiring
evaluation of the needs of the child
and the adequacy of the special
education program before placement
and periodic evaluation of the benefit
of the program to the child and the
nature of the child's needs thereafter;
and to prevent denials of equal educational opportunity on the basis of
national origin, sex, economic status.

.
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race, religion, and physical or mental
handicap in the provision of differential educational services.
(Chapter
766 Section 1
)

,

The provisions of Chapter 766 embodied precedent setting

legislation for the education of the handicapped.

No other

state had special education legislation so explicit or

extensive in its requirements.

Based on the finding by the

General Court that "past development of special education

programs has resulted in

a

great variation of services to

children with special needs with some children having

a

greater education opportunity than others in less favored
categories or environments" (Section 1), the law was de-

signed to remedy "past inadequacies and inequities" in a

variety of ways.

Significant requirements included the

mandates of education in the least restrictive environment,
individually designed educational plans for each student,
the provision of individually designed educational programs

for all students with special needs from three through

twenty-one years of age, and, monitoring of local educational programs by the State Education Agency and, interchildren.
agency coordination of educational services for
the legal guardian
In addition, parental consent or that of

programming.
was required for student placement and
changes
Implementation of Chapter 766 demanded vast
special education programs.
in the process and delivery of
in Massachusetts'
At the institutional level, particularly

15

six

rnajor"

State residential institutions for the retarded,

it meant adequate educational programming for severely

multiply handicapped students, many of whom had never had
any type of education in the past.

In effect,

the educa-

bility of all children was legislated and the onus

on

v;as

the institutions to support and prove the tenets of the
law.

Just as critics of Title

I

had placed the responsi-

bility for the underachievement of low income students on
the quality of educational programs provided students from

low income fzimilies. Chapter 766 stated that all children

can be educated and that it was the responsibility of the

schools to find the most appropriate way to do so.

The

appropriateness of educational programs was to be measured
on an individual basis for each student served by achieve-

ment of individually designed specific educational objectives.

The regulations of the law included stringent

reporting and evaluation requirements.
Chapter 766 also impacted the administrative structure of educational services for children in all State

operated residential institutions in Massachusetts.

The

law mandated that the Department of Education "establish
in
and maintain a school department for school age children
of
each institution under the control of the Departments

(SecMental Health, Public Health, and Youth Services."
department
It further stated that "Each school
tion 12).
jointly by
shall bG administered by a director, appointed

16

the conunissioner of education and the superintendent of

said institution."

(Section 12),

In relation to the

residential institutions for the retarded, this placed the

Departments of Education and Mental Health in an unprecedented partnership.

The result of this partnership was

to become the Bureau of Institutional Schools of the

Department of Education, Division of Special Education.
The Bureau of Institutional Schools was the adminis-

trative subdivision of the Department of Education responsible for administering the educational programs for the

handicapped students residing in State operated facilities.

Although the law stipulated that "Nothing contained herein
shall affect the continued authority of departments opera-

ting such institutions over all noneducational programs and
all treatment for residents or patients in institutions

under their control", (Section 12), lines of authority and

definitions of what exactly were the educational programs

were not easily established.

The nature and needs of the

severely handicapped school age population residing in the
State institutions for the retarded made the task difficult.
Prior to enactment of Chapter 766, all programming for the

clients residing in State operated facilities for the

retarded had been the responsibility of the Department of
Mental Health.

The institutions were unaccustomed to

clients.
working with outsiders on the programming of their
concerned with
In addition, the institutions were primarily

,
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custodial and habilitative services.
a

Chapter 766 demanded

primary concern with educational programs and supportive

services
Costs of education, per capita student expenditure
and the salaries of school department personnel were also

addressed in the legislation.

Before Chapter 766, the

State had assumed the costs of education for institution-

alized children.

In the new law, "The city, town or

regional school district in which each school-age child

would normally be eligible to attend school" was required
to pay to the Commonwealth "the costs of education of said

child in said institution."

(Section 12).

Formulas were

specified to determine the cost of education for institutionalized children with the mandate that "paionent for each

child shall not be less than its average per pupil cost for
pupils of comparable age within the said city, town or
school district."

(Section 12).

Further, the law allowed

operate
that school departments at the institutions could
of
twelve months a year and required that "The salaries

school department personnel shall be paid at

a

rate at

statewide public
least equivalent to that of the average

employed in the
school salaries for comparable personnel
school year in
public schools, as adjusted to the longer
the school departments."

(Section 12).

school departments
Through Chapter 766, institutional
were they simply a part of
changed drastically. No longer

18

the overall services of the total institution.

They were

now somewhat separate entities governed by extensive

regulation and reporting requirements from

a

department of

the State which had in the past had little impact on their

operation.

The work necessary to put institutional schools

in compliance with the requirements of Chapter 766 was

monumental.

More overwhelming, was the creation of the

cooperative working relationships necessary between the

Departments of Education and Mental Health to begin to
address the delivery of educational services to the school
age children at the State Institutions for the Retarded.

The primary task in implementation of Chapter 766 at
the State Schools for the Retarded

v;as

the identification

and placement of eligible children in educational programs.

Much of the first two years of the law were spent in
accomplishing this first step.

As there was no possible way

that the limited members of current personnel could both

provide direct services and perform the evaluations required
for placement of students in appropriate educational programs, outside agencies were often contracted to perform

evaluation functions of the institutionalized population.
The interface of outside consultants along with the changing roles of numbers of institutional staff increased the

difficulties of role clarification under the new law.
is the
By the summer of 1977, when the evaluation that

school age
basis of this study was performed, all of the
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population at the State Schools had been evaluated
and the
majority of students placed in going educational
pro-

grams.

Relations had eased among Department of Education

and Department of Mental Health staff although the
dual

administrative structure required by Chapter 766 necessitated a difficult ongoing dif f erentialtion between the

responsibilities of each.

Educational programming for

severely handicapped students, by its very nature

a

complex

and multifaceted endeavor, did not lend itself easily to

defining the respective responsibilities of habilitative
versus educational functions.

For many students at the

States Schools an individualized education program, as

outlined in the individual educational plan, may address
operations as basic as the response to outside stimulation.

As a result of the varied needs of the school age population at the State Schools, educational programs ran the

gamut from basic sensory stimulation through vocational

education and preparation for life in the community.
Supplement £iry education programs funded through P.L. 89-313
therefore follov;ed this diversity.
Purpose of the Study
There are inherent difficulties in accomodating the

explicit and implicit mandates of both Chapter 766 and
P.L. 89-313 in the design and development of supplementary

education programs for special needs students.

Implicit to
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Title

and its amendment through P.L. 89-313 is the

I

impetus to serve all eligible students.

On a programmatic

level, this frequently translates to each eligible child

receiving a piece of the supplementary education program.
The mandate of Chapter 766, however, is to service each

child with an educational program that is specific to his
or her special educational needs.

The P.L. 93-380 Amend-

ment of 89-313 addresses individualized educational programs as a requirement of funding.

The design of supple-

mentary education programs is at best difficult under these
conditions.

If the supplementary education programs funded

under P.L. 89-313

v/ere to

fully reflect the dictate of

Chapter 766 there could easily be as many different supple-

mentary educational programs as there are students receiving
service.
The purpose of this study is to examine the nature of

89-313 programs at the State Schools for the Retarded, with

particular attention to the impact of Chapter 766 upon
these educational programs.

There are no specific research

oriented hypotheses or objectives to the study.

Rather it

is based on the assumption that there are identifiable
all students
factors in successful educational programs for
identification
regardless of their special needs, and that

careful exainination of
of these factors is possible through

program design, delivery and outcomes.
research
Chapter II of the study provides a
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perspective concerning current practices in both
residential programming for the retarded and in the
education

of

handicapped children.

Chapter III describes the evaluation

methodology utilized for the study.

Chapters IV and V

report the findings of the evaluation and Chapter VI
discusses their significance.

Chapter VI also includes

recommendations for future 89-313 funded programming at
State Institutions for the Retarded.

CHAPTER

I

I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
In little more than a hundred years,

the visions of

educational and residential progrEunming for the mentally

retarded have come full circle.

The original residential

institutions for the mentally retarded developed from the

vision of education and preparation for the goal of selfsufficient life in the community.

Public and private day

education programs were founded on the same premise and,
although the day educational programs came later, developed
along the same continuum.
in the early 1900'

s,

This common evolution, beginning

went through

a

period of goal reversal,

with separation of the retarded person eventually becoming
a

goal in itself.

As a result of this reversal, institu-

tions and separate educational programs for the mentally

retarded proliferated at an unprecedented rate during the
first half of the twentieth century.

Then, beginning in

the early 1960 ‘s, the goals of educational and residential

services for the retarded began to resemble the goals of
the founders

—

reintegration into the community in as

normal a manner as possible.
The following review of the literature traces the

development of both residential institutions for the
22
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retarded and the development of publicly supported
special
education progreims. It examines the forces, beliefs
and

events significant to the development of residential
in-

stitutions and to that of educational programs for the

^^^tally retarded.

In addition, it provides a view of

current trends and movements in the field, including the
legislation facilitating present endeavors.
The Development of Residential Procrrams
for the Mentally Retarded
The evolution and proliferation of publicly supported

residential programs for the mentally retarded may be

viewed in four phases.

The first is the phase of origin;

the second that of reversal in purpose;

self- justification

;

the third that of

and the fourth, the phase encompassing

present movements, represents a return to the goals of
Each phase was accompanied by resultant changes

phase one.

in the methodology and purpose of educational programs in
the institutions.

The societal and professional concerns

for each historical period coincidental with a particular

phase

v/ere

strongly reflected in the institutional models

of the time.
In 1848,

the first State School for the mentally

retarded was founded in Massachusetts.
Dr.

Upon the urging of

Samuel Gridley Howe, the Massachusetts legislature had

authorized

a

commission two years earlier to study the

.
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status of the feebleminded in the Commonwealth.

Dr. Howe

was firmly convinced of the educability of the retarded
population.

A pioneer in the field of retardation, he had

studied with Edward Seguin in Europe and attempted to bring
his theories back to the United States.

Seguin had been a

student of Itard, the physician who conducted a long term

educational experiment with an uneducated, handicapped

young man who had been raised in the forest of Aveyron

without benefit of human interaction.

Although Dr. Itard

did not consider his experiment with the 'wild boy of
Aveyron' to have been successful, it is still regarded as a

critical incident in the origins of professional attention
to the education of the handicapped.

Gradual improvements

in the boy's behavior were regarded as evidence in the edu-

cability of the retarded.

Itard 's pupil, Edward Seguin, was

later to emigrate to America and continue his work in the

field in collaboration with Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe (Dunn,
1964)
Dr. Howe's pressure upon the Massachusetts legisla-

ture was instrumental in the undertaking of the first

systematic study of the retarded.

He was appointed by the

legislature to "inquire into the conditions of the idiots
in this Commonwealth,

to ascertain their number,

(President

whether anything can be done for them."
Committee on Mental Retardation, 1976,

and

p.

3).

s

The findings

grant of the
of Howe's study provided the impetus for a
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State legislature to found State supported housing
for the

mentally defective for the first time in the history of
our
country.

Samuel Gridley Howe located a total of 755 idiots

in a population of 392,586 spread over 182 towns.

Using the

same incidence of occurrence, Dr. Howe predicted that about
two percent of the population of the United States could be

classified as mentally defective (President's Committee on
Mental Retardation, 1976,

p.

3).

An additional statement

of Howe's study was that a very limited number of identi-

fied mentally defective persons were financially secure.
Howe and his followers strongly felt that through education
and training the great majority of the population could bef

come self-sufficient.

Further, they felt that the State

should provide the financial support to make education and

training possible.
As a result of Howe's influence, the goals of the

first residential institution was to provide education and
training of such nature that the retarded person would return to the community in as self-sufficient

possible.
and Youth

a

manner as

The Massachusetts School for Idiotic Children

—

and the others like it that soon developed in

other parts of the country

—

was founded upon a firm be-

lief in the educability of the population it served.

Dr.

Howe's methods, modified from his experience in teaching
experiential
the deaf and blind, incorporated a variety of
skills.
learning geared toward competency in daily living

2G

Edward Seguin'

s

work in France had had the same emphasis.

A variety of sensory modes were used to teach the
students,

based upon recognition of the lack of relevance of the
tional curriculum and manner of teaching to the men-

tally retarded population.

Shifting Focus of the Institutions
Soon,
and,

the expectations of the institutional model,

therefore, its manner of operation, began to change

for a variety of reasons.

Some of these reasons were the

result of perceived failure of the institutions themselves
to accomplish their stated goals;

others were resultant of

social change in the country at the time.

Instead of edu-

cationally focused programs to assist the less able members
of society, the institutions became protectors of the

larger society by separating the deviant from them.
Wolf ensberger (1972, p. 122) attributes the reversal
in goals for residential programs for the mentally retarded
to "the dissipation of dynamism during the so-called

genetic alarm period (circa 1890-1920) when it was thought
that the mentally retarded person was the mother of social
ills and could destroy our society."

Hence, the institu-

tions for the retarded became more like penal institutions
as their perceptions of their functions shifted from benev-

olence to isolation.

A recent report of the President's

Commj.ttee on Mental Retardation (1976) stated that
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We can trace the process by which the
first humanitarian efforts of 1850 to
educate the poor idiot and make him
socially competent were transformed
by 1915 into deliberate programs to
"identify, segregate and sterilize every
feebleminded person as a menace to social
decency and racial purity: to the end
that they shall not reproduce their kind."

Concurrent with the prevalence of Social Darwinism in
America, fears of reproduction by mentally defective persons became a major social issue.

Profoundly impacted by

the social concerns, it was soon common practice at the

institutions not only to segregate mentally retarded persons from the rest of society but also from their peers of
the opposite sex.

Residential programs were not only to

protect others from the retarded but also the retarded from
'

themselves.

Social Darwinsim had as its premise the sur-

vival of the fittest, enabling at the extreme the prevention
of the survival of the unfit.

Undeniably, ambiguous expectations and the evolution
of the institutions themselves also contribiited to their

changing perceptions by society.

At the outset, Howe and

his followers had promised the training of residents of the

institutions for capable return to society.

The implica-

a retion was of a brief treatment at the institution and

identified
turn to society cured of the defects that had
the person as deviant.

(

Wolf ensberger

,

1975).

both
ately, that vision was impractical given

Unfortuntlie

hetero-

of training
geneous resident population and the nature

.
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programs at most institutions.

Wolfensberger felt that it "was not the intent of the
pioneers that the institution become
(Ibid., p.

25).

a

permanent home,"

Howe and his followers had felt that they

could prevent the institutions from becoming a permanent
home by differentiating the "incurables."

In 1851 Howe

described the Fernald State School as "being intended for

a

school", warning that it "should not be converted into an

establishment for incurables."
Ibid., p. 25).

(Howe in Wolfensberger,

Reliable methods of identifying curable or

incurable clients, however, did not exist.

If they did

exist, they could not necessarily prevent institutionali-

zation

o'f

the more severely handicapped as the institutions

were the sole response of the society to deviant behavior
(Goffman, 1961 and 1963).

The population became a mixed

bag of deviants with varying abilities to learn independent
behavior
The content and method of the educational programs at
the residential institutions for the mentally retarded also

contributed to their perceived failure.
Seguin'

s

Although

Hov>/e

and

original emphasis had been highly functional,

stressing the teaching of daily living skills, during the
late nineteenth century the educational programs at the

traditional formal nature.

This both limited the number of

residents likely to achieve success and provided little
skills into
33 sj_c;tance for those who did to translate their
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gainful employment within the community.

More emd more

clients remained at the institutions.

Exacerbating the other factors in the increasing
population of the institutions was the lack of community
alternatives for client placement.

The more mildly handi-

capped population that might have been self-sufficient in
the community with minimal supports had no place to go.

After some years, their continued presence contributed to
the increased populations at the institutions (Wolfens-

berger, 1975).
In 1881, when the Massachusetts legislature sanc-

tioned significant enlargement of the State Institution,
the expahsion was to "accomodate not only the improvables

but also the unimprovables" (Wolf ensberger

,

Ibid., p.

30).

This was an initial indication of the changed role of the

institution to a focus of purely custodial care.

That focus

was firmly entrenched across the nation by the early
twentieth century.
The Proliferation of Residential Programs

Following the turn of the century, residential institutions for the retarded proliferated at an unprecedented
rate.

The President's Committee on Mental Retardation re-

ported that between 1925 and 1950 residential populations
at the institutions increased at the highest rate ever.

1950,

institutionalized persons for reasons of mental

In
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retardation occurred at the rate of
.83 per thousand.
The
incidence of institutionalization peaked
in 19G9 with a
rate of one per thousand (President's
Committee on Mental
Retardation, p. 15). As the services increased
and the

cost to society for the support of these services
increased
proportionately, it was upon the institutions to both validate their function and to limit their costs.

These

pressures significantly effected the manner in which institutions were to evolve from the early 1920 's through the
1960 's, the third phase of the development of residential

institutions for the mentally retarded.

This third phase

may best be characterized by its emphasis upon legitimizetion of function or self perpetuation.
The Social Darwinism of the earlier phase of insti-

tutional development had resulted in increasingly broader

categories of persons being perceived as deviant.

Many of

these persons were mildly handicapped and capable of con-

siderable self-sufficiency.

Their presence, combined with

the impetus for cost effectiveness, accounted for a major

change in institutional practice that was to continue to
the very recent past.

The residents of the institutions

themselves became workers at the institution.

Together,

the employees and the more mildly handicapped residents

were responsible for the day to day operation of the
facilities.

The more severely handicapped, incapable of

being workers, were consigned to receive custodial care of
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the most basic nature.

Efficient function of the institu-

tion became a concern in itself.

As that received more

attention, the quality of care for the residents
diminished.

Education programs of any formal nature all but disappeared.
Few diversions other than grueling work were available to

institutional residents.

If they could not succeed at work

they were left to wander in day halls or to lie in bed all

day (Blatt, 1973).
Through the first six decades of this century the

model of institutional care embodied what is termed the
colony system.

The President's Committee on Mental Retarda-

tion describes the original colony system as being of dual
purpose:'

First, the reduction of incurred costs in cus-

todial care;

second, the training of the higher level

residents through the tasks of the institution for eventual

return to the community (1976).

The colony system was

characterized by large institutions in rural settings.
Theoretically, institutions so constructed and located

allowed society protection from the deviant and the deviant

protection from society.

The State Schools for the Retarded

in Massachusetts were all built at some distance from well

populated areas so that there was little chance for the
clients to mix with the larger society.

The rural settings

were justified as providing more pleasant surroundings for
the benefit of institutional residents.

The following de-

recognized
scription of the State School named after the
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leader of the colony movement in institutional
programming
well illustrates the idealized concept of such
a model.
There, on several square miles of farm
acreage, retarded people lived, worked,
and supported the institution to a
large degree, producing not only all
the food required, but also fabricating
in shops the clothing, furniture, and
other furnishings needed for the institution (Fernald 1919, in President's
Committee on Mental Retardation 1976
p. 13).

The School is located in Massachusetts and named after Dr.

Walter E. Fernald, the man primarily responsible for
articulation of the colony model.

Although allegedly conceived toward

a

dual purpose,

most institutions ignored the second for the benefit of the
first.

Cost effectiveness became their primary concern for

institutional programs.

As efficiency became more and more

important, the higher level residents became more valuable
to the operation of the institution.

The end result was a

lesser turnover in institutional populations, as those most

ready to leave were often not permitted to go because their
labor was contributing to the facility's survival.

During

this period, competition among superintendents of State

facilities as to who had the most successful residential

program was common.

Success meant close approximation of

cost effectiveness.

Claims of rehabilitation of working

clients were made to the community yet nothing of the

institutional model encouraged the return to the community
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of rehabilitated persons.

The distorted image of rehabili-

tation as the immediate ability to perform
the tasks of the
institution brought with it a lesser and lesser
quality of
care for the nonworking residents.
By the middle
of the

twentieth century, most institutions were overcrowded
bins
Of human storage (Blatt, 1973).
Three additional significant reasons for the dramatic

growth in the population of the State Schools for the

Retarded were cited by the President's Committee on Mental
Retardation.

First, the success of medical technology in

saving more lives increased the prevalence of moderate to
severe mental retardation in the population.

Second, the

system of residential care had become a well established
social institution making it easier to self perpetuate than
to change.

Tliird,

"the ideology of the demonic had been

well ingrained into American consciousness and could not
easily be forgotten" (President's Committee on Mental
Retardation, 1976, p. 15-16).

As ever increasing numbers of

persons were segregated from society to become the victims
of institutional peonage and inhumane treatment, Americans

could turn a deaf ear.

Their justification had become a

comfortable part of their culture (Menolascino

,

1977).

Normalization
The sixties and seventies, the fourth phase in the

present consideration of the development of institutional

s
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programs for the retarded, saw the founding of

a

strong

movement questioning past practices and the nature of residential

progreirns.

The social movements of the fifties and

sixties, breaking down the myths of separate but equal and

fostering the conceptual growth of equality of opportunity

had a great impact on the nature of residential services
for the mentally retarded.

This movement was reflected

first in the litigation, then in the legislation of the
period.

Later sections of this chapter will discuss both

litigation and legislation and their implications for
residential and educational programs for the retarded.
Well known professionals in the field of mental re-

tardation spearheaded the movement of institutional reform,

emphasizing programmatic goals decidedly similar to those
of the founders of the first institutions for the retarded.

The goals of the fourth phase of the development of insti-

tutional programs for the mentally retarded again focused

upon integration into the community.
the late 60

'

First articulated in

by Benjt Nirje, former Secretary General of

the Swedish National Parents' Association for Retarded

Children, the elementary principle of programming for the

retarded in the nineteen seventies became normalization.
based
According to Nirje, the normalization principle is
patterns
upon "making available to the mentally retarded
as close as
and conditions of everyday life which are

everyday society."
possible to the norms and patterns of
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(Nirje, 1969).

Wolf Wolf ensberger is identified as the

leader of the normalization movement.

Wolf ensberger

,

along

with others like Gunnar Dybwad and Burton Blatt, led the

normalization movement in the United States.
Wolfensberger defined normalization as "Utilization
of means which are as culturally normative as possible, in

order to establish and/or maintain personal behaviors and

characteristics which are as culturally normative as
possible" (Wolfensberger, 1972, p. 28).

He extended the

normalization principle to specify "maximal feasible integration of deviant people into the cultural mainstream"
(p.

209)

as its major corollary.

Normalization became to

the field of mental retardation what equality of educa-

tional opportunity was to the civil rights movements of the

fifties and sixties.

It was the direct response to the

inadequacy of our society in caring for its persons perceived as different (Tawney, 1977).
The direct implication of the normalization princi-

ples for the provision of services to the mentally retarded

was deinstitutionalization of the retarded population.

In-

stitutions were viewed as essentially not normal environservice.
ments and, therefore, inappropriate as models of
belief that
Normalization questioned the the validity of the
the society in order
the retarded should be separated from
to return to society.
to receive training preparing them

necessary specialized
further questioned the assumption of

It
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services for the mentally retarded, preferring to rely
on

generic services that were not of such segregated nature.
Segregation was viewed as the result of specialization,
thus cautioning against such specialization.

Inherent in

the normalization principle was the belief that "behavioral

deviancy can be reduced by minimizing the degree to which

persons are treated differently"
p.

(

Wolf ensberger

,

Ibid.,

143).

The Institutional Population

Problematic to the increasing trend toward normalization in the provision of services to the mentally retarded
is the nature of the current institutional population.

A

recent survey of 139 public residential facilities in the

United States

(

Scheerenberger

,

1975) revealed that approxi-

mately seventy percent of the population remaining in institutions fall into the categories of severe or profound

mental retardation.

Severe or profound mental retardation

usually means greatly impaired physical and neurological
functioning accompanied by the inability to develop beyond
(Anderson,
the level of dependency on others for habilitation

Greer and Dietrich, 1976).
Tawney (Op. Cit.

,

p.

237)

specifies the following

retardation:
characteristics as definitive of severe mental
1)

Little or no vocal behavior.

2)

Limited motor gestural behavior.

.
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3)

Limited self-help skills.

4)

Inconsistent or no bowel or bladder
control

5)

No obtained score on a standardized
test because none has ever been
administered or because these persons
were nontestable in the testing
situation.

6)

Limited social interaction with other
children and adults.

7)

Inability to follow simple commands.

8)

No reciprocal social reinforcement of
others in their environment.

9)

A high rate of superstitutious
(stereotyped) behavior.

10) A high rate of disruptive social
,

behavior.
11) A low rate of behavior that might

generally be called "constructive
play behavior."
12) Attendant multiple handicaps.

Given the above descriptors of the majority of the institutional population, deinstitutionalization is at best

difficult task.

a

Yet the mandate is clear, backed by the

supreme courts of the nation.

The present era of services

proliferation of large
to the mentally retarded halts the

residential institutions.

The emphasis instead is on inte-

of society.
gration of the retarded into the mainstream
the current concern of
The manner of this integration is

the field (Biklen, 1977).
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The Development of Publicly Supported

Special Education Programs

As with the development of the institutions, the

first special education programs were founded with the hope
of better preparation of the student for a functional role

in society.

Unfortunately, the separate structure of

special education within the public educational system

proved to be no more valid than the segregation of the
institutions and, worse, it affected a significantly

greater number of the population.

Like the institutional

programs for the mentally retarded, the public school response to the educational needs of this population went

through a development characterized by drastic reversals.
Special education in the public schools went from a hope of

more functional training for the less academically inclined

student to segregation as an end in itself.

From segrega-

tion it evolved to focus on function and went from there to

questioning the validity of past practices.

Special educa-

tion today is concerned with mainstreaming the student with

special needs to the greatest extent possible in the regular education environment.

Mainstreaming, as normalization,

least reis based on the concept of service within the

strictive environment.
the mentally
The first publicly supported class for

Rhode Island in
retarded was established in Providence,
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1896.

Soon after, similar classes could be found in most
of tbe country, particularly in inner city areas.

The rationale behind the development of such special

classes stemmed largely from the work of people like Howe,
Itard, and Seguin.

The professionals of the field believed

that specialized teaching methods were necessary for the

population and felt the separate setting would provide the
necessary support for such specialized teaching.

Unfortun-

ately, the end result was far from the original vision
(Kirp,

1974).

From the beginnings, both the methodology and the

results of special education programs was questioned from
within.

A series of studies of the efficacy of special

classes for the mentally retarded began as early as 1932.
The basis of the early efficacy studies and all those to

follow was the question of the effectiveness of homogeneous
special classes for the retarded, and the relative degree
of student achievement through such placement, when compared
to peers in regular education programs.

Efficacy Studies
The first efficacy study to receive considerable

attention compared fifty retarded children in regular
classes with fifty retarded children in special education
classes (Bennet, 1932).

The students in each group were

intelligence
matched for chronological age, mental age and
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and classes are a form of heterogeneous grouping and

tracking" (1968) and should be questioned as such.

Dunn

cited the general findings of the efficacy studies that

individuals enrolled in special classes achieve less than

comparable individuals who remain in regular classes as a

primary deterrent to the further proliferation of separate
special education classes in the public schools.

Litigation
In addition to the efficacy studies, much of the

rationale for Lloyd Dunn's reversed stance regarding the

education of children with special needs was

a

direct re-

t

suit of specific events questioning the practices of public
In 1954, the landmark decision of Brown v. the

education.

Board of Education in Topeka, Kansas dismissed the premise
of separate but equal as inherently fallacious.

The court

found policies of segregating public schools along racial

boundaries equivalent to the denial of education to many
students.

The court's decision, based upon the fourteenth

amendment of the Constitution of the United States, stated
of
that no child may be denied an education on the basis

protection of
race, creed or national origin without the

due process of law (Abeson & Weintraub, 1976).

Brown

v.

the
the Board of Education is regarded as

on behalf of
precedent for a number of litigation efforts

perceived minorities in the population.

In 1967, a suit
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was filed against the Superintendent of Schools in the

District of Columbia, questioning the legality, methodology
and racial bias of the track system in the public schools

(Hobson V. Hansen).

Judge Skelly Wright ordered the tracks

abolished because tracking practices discriminated against
poor and minority students and were, therefore, in violation
of the fifth amendment (Dunn, 1968).

Judge Wright's de-

cision extended the principle of equal protection under the
law to the examination of practices of placement and their

inherent biases.

In his ruling. Judge Wright stated that

the evidence shows that the method by
which the track assignments are made
depends essentially upon standardized
tests which, although given on a
systemwide basis, are completely
inappropriate for use with a large
segment of the student body. Because
these tests are primarily standardized
on, and are relevant to a white middle
class group, they produce inaccurate
and misleading test scores when given
to lower class and negro students.
As a result, rather than being classified on their ability to learn, these
students are being classified according
to their socioeconomic status, or racial
according
status -- more precisely
psychological
and
to environmental
factors which have nothing to do with
(p. 514)
innate ability.

—

’

article
Dunn heralded Judge Wright's decision in his 1968
special class
and focused attention of the makeup of the

population in the public schools.

He estimated that some-

of the special stuwhere between sixty and eighty percent
class backgrounds.
dents were from minority and lower
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Other studies soon followed to endorse IXinn's findings,

J.L, Johnson (1969) viewed the special class

arrangement as an institutional response to perpetuating
failure in certain segments of the population.

It was

estimated that there were fifteen times as many black
children in special education classes in the public schools
as there were white children (Hall,

1970).

A study of

eleven school districts in Missouri noted that learning

disabilities classes were comprised mainly of white upper
middle class students while classes for the mentally retarded contained disproportionate numbers of black children,
(Franks, 1971).

In 1970, Jane Mercer found that the special

class population in California, the result of a tested I.Q.
of 79 or below, contained three times as many Mexican

Americans and two and one half times more blacks than would
be expected given the racial makeup of the entire school

population.

Although the studies often varied as to rela-

tive proportions of minority students in special classes,
their
the fact that minorities were overrepresented and that

overrepresentation was accomplished by dubious practices
1974).
was undeniable (Ross, Cohen and DeYoung, 1971; Kirp,

Right to Education
of the fourThe logical extension of the principles

population came in the
teenth amendment to the handicapped
court had
Interestingly, in 1923, a Nebraska
early 1970 -s.
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denied the handicapped equal access to educational opportunity, claiming the presence of handicapped students in

regular classes was a burden upon those who were not handi-

capped (Meyer v. State of Nebraska),

Seeking to reverse

the validity of this decision, the Pennsylvania Association

for Retarded Children, acting on behalf of thirteen men-

tally retarded students of school age, sued the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania for its refusal to provide an education for

these students.

Testimony from expert witnesses in the

field of mental retardation focused upon three issues.
First, the educability of the retarded population was cited.

Proof was presented that education of retarded children does

produce learning.
a

Second, education was defined to include

number of functional skills, thus disallowing the provision

of a standard academic curriculum regardless of particular

learning needs.

Third, the experts contended that the sooner

the special education services were provided to the handi-

capped population, the better the chances for success in

programming (Weintraub & Abeson, 1974).

The defendants and

the plaintiffs reached a consent agreement.

A three judge

panel ordered that an appropriate education was to be pro-

vided to all mentally retarded children in the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania immediately.

Of great significance is the

all retarded
fact that the court ordered the placement of

(Gilhool,
children in the most normalized setting possible

1976).

to apply the
This was the first time the court was
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doctrine of placement in the least restrictive environment
to the education of the handicapped (Kirp, Kuriloff, &

Zuss, 1975).

The doctrine of placement in the least restrictive

alternative is the legal foundation of current movements of

normalization in residential programming for the retarded
and of mainstreaming in special education programs in the

public schools.

As defined by Johnson (1976), "this doc-

trine provides that v/hen government pursues a legitimate
goal that may involve the restricting of fundamental
liberty, it must do so using the least restrictive alter-

native available"

(p.

60).

The assumption is that separa-

tion from the mainstream of society is an infringement of

personal rights and, as such, must be effected for specific
reasons providing a long term advantage to the person whose
liberty is restricted.

The convenience of the server was

no longer accepted as the primary reason for the involunof
tary separation of classes of individuals from the rest

society (Johnson, 1976).

In addition to placement in the

an edumost normalized setting, each student was to have
appropriate to
cational program individually designed and

the child's special educational needs.

were to
Many cases following the PARC agreement
decision to inexpand the principles of the Pennsylvania
handicapped persons.
dude other aspects of the treatment of
Mills v. the Board of
Most significant among these was
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Education in Washington, D.C.

Like the PARC case. Mills v.

the Board of Education was concerned with the right to a
free, appropriate public education for handicapped children.

It expanded the category of disability represented from the

mentally retarded to include all disabilities.

A class ac-

tion suit was brought by the parents of seven handicapped

children against the Board of Education, the Mayor and the

Department of Human Resources for their alleged refusal to
provide an education to these and other handicapped children in the District of Columbia (Weintraub & Abeson, 1974).
In December of 1971, the court issued an agreement providing the defendants the opportunity to comply with the re-

quests of the plaintiffs.

In January of 1972,

as a result

of the noncompliance of the defendants with the court's

direction, a summary agreement was issued.

In August of

decree con1972, U.S. District Judge Joseph Waddy issued a

taining the following provisions:
1)

2)

A declaration of the constitutional
right of all children, regardless of
any exceptional condition or handicap,
to a publicly supported education.

A declaration that the defendant's
rules, policies, and practices which
excluded children without a provision
for adequate and immediate alternative
educational services and the absence of
prior hearing and review of placement
procedures denied the plaintiffs and
and
the class rights of due process
(Abeson
equal protection of the law.
19 76, p. 9)
Sc Weintraub,

the court that inadequat
When the defendants pleaded to
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funding existed to implement the mandate, the court denied
the validity of inadequate funding as a reason for not pro-

viding an education to handicapped students.
instead ordered that if shortage of monies was

The court
a

problem to

the school system that the problem was to be borne equally

by all programs.

The shortage of monies was no excuse for

discriminating against handicapped children.

The court's

order also reiterated the necessity of due process prior to

termination or exclusion from school or classification into
a

program of special education services of any student, re-

gardless of the etiology of the problem effecting the decision (Gross, 1973).

Hdartened by the decisions in PARC and Mills cases,

a

rash of other cases concerning the right to and the manner
of education for handicapped children broke out across the

country.

These cases resulted not only in rulings concern-

ing the equal right to education and the due process re-

quired in its delivery, but also in decisions effecting the
manner of student assessment and method of specifying the

individually appropriate educational program for each student.

Several suits were filed concerning the cultural,

by
racial and ethnic biases of testing methods employed

local school systems and State education agencies.

It was

resulting in
alleged that such methods were discriminatory
of minorities in
the significantly higher representation

students (Diana v.
the population of special education
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State Board of Education, Larry

P.

Unified School District, Spangler
etc.).

In all cases,

the San Francisco

v.
v.

Board of Education,

the judges ruled that methods of

assessment were indeed discriminatory and that
placement

decisions could not be made only on the basis of intelligence testing (Ross, Cohen & DeYoung, 1974).

Another suit

testing the nature of the individually appropriate educational programs, LeBanks V. Spears, resulted in

a

ruling

that all individualized educational programs were to be

specified in writing (Gilhool, 1976).
Right to Treatment

Another question has been addressed through the
courts that has as significant an impact on the treatment
of institutionalized retarded persons as has that of the

right to education:
habilitation.

the question of right to treatment or

Litigation in the area of right to treatment

has become very complex as people are institutionalized for

varieties of reasons.

As a result the courts have been

totally inconsistent in their rulings.

In some cases,

the

courts have rejected the principle of a constitutional

right to treatment.

In other instances they have awarded

monetary reparation to the plaintiff in recognition of past
damages (Bazelon, 1969).
The first case to test the issue of

a

constitutional

Alabama in
right to treatment for the retarded was filed in
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1972.

Wyatt

v.

Stickney was a class action suit filed on

the behalf of all patients in Alabama's
three state insti-

tutions for the mentally retarded.

Alleging the state

schools exemplified dangerous conditions through overcrowding,

inadequate fire and safety measures having in the past

led to death, unsanitary facilities, serious understaffing,
the absence of individual treatment plans and uncompensated

or unsupervised patient labor, the plaintiffs called upon
the testimony of State health officials and expert wit-

nesses to corroborate their claims (Case Comment, Harvard
Law Review, 1973).
The court ruled in favor of the plaintiffs.

During a

court ordered evaluation at the Partlow State School, the
largest of Alabama's institutions for the retarded, the

evaluators found "it to be

a

human warehouse, which denied

its 2300 inmates even the most rudimentary care and training" (Herr, 1972, p. 997).

Judge Johnson stated that as

result of the fourteenth amendment even institutionalized

mentally ill or retarded persons retained certain rights.
The rights specified in his decision v/ere:
-

the right to a humane physical and

psychological environment.
-

-

-

the right to treatment or habilitation
or program.
the right to an individualized program
fitted to their capabilities, designed
individually and reviewed often.
the right to privacy.

a
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-

the right to possessions.

—

the right to receive their program
in the least restrictive setting
(Gilhool, 1976, p. 14).

cases soon followed, the PARC decision and

expanded its principle.

So,

treatment cases follow Wyatt
the country.

too,
v.

did a variety of right to

Stickney in other parts of

These cases reaffirmed what Judge Johnson's

order defined as the right to habili tation

,

habilitation

being

'

the process by which the staff of the
institution assists the resident to
acquire and maintain those life skills
which enable him to cope more effectively with the demands of his own
person and of his environment and to
raise the level of his physical, mental
and social efficiency. Habilitation
includes, but is not limited to, programs of formal, structured education
and treatment (Herr, 1972, p. 998).

Two right to treatment cases were filed in Massachusetts,

Ricci V. Greenblatt, 1972 and Brewster v. Dukakis, 1978.
The former of these cases resulted in a consent decree

through the court upgrading conditions at Belchertown State
School;

the latter in a court ruling of deinstitutionali-

zation for the majority of the population of the Northampton

State Hospital.
A 1973 case filed by the New York Association for Retarded Children against the State of New York alleging
School as had
similar conditions at the Willowbrook State
The New
Alabama.
been found at the Partlow State School in
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York ruling refused to recognize the constitutional
right
to treatment for the retarded or similar
populations, rely-

ing instead on the constitutional right to protection
from

harm often used as the basis for improving standards in
prisons.

Due to the basis of its ruling, the Willowbrook

case had a much lesser impact on the issues of treatment
for handicapped persons than did those cases based upon the

fourteenth amendment.

It did, however, immediately improve

conditions for the retarded persons residing at Willowbrook
State School (Burt, 1975).

Deinstitutionalization
On'

March 17, 1978 Judge Broderick in the Eastern

District Court of Pennsylvania handed down
cision for the retarded.

a

landmark de-

In a case again filed by the

Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Citizens against the
Pennhurst State School and Hospital for the Retarded, the
Judge found that constitutional and statutory rights of

retarded persons were indeed being violated.

In the court

order, he stated that "the retarded at Pennhurst are not

receiving minimally adequate habilitation and that such

minimally adequate habilitation cannot be provided at Pennhurst because it does not provide an atmosphere conductive
to normalization" (p.

2).

This was the first time in his-

tory the courts supported the stance of the experts in the

field of mental retardation to the extent that the validity
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of the institutional model was denied.

that

The court ordered

immediate steps be taken to remove the retarded

residents from Pennhurst"

(p.

2).

The defendants were

ordered to relocate all Pennhurst residents in community
settings with appropriate community supports.

No further

admissions were to be made to Pennhurst at any time following the court's ruling.

As in former right to education

cases, the Judge mandated each client was to have an in-

dividualized treatment plan, monitored consistently by the
service providers ultimately responsible for the client.

All clients were to be placed in the least restrictive

environment feasible for meeting their program needs.
included

V7ere

Also

specific requirements as to how the court's

ruling was to be accomplished and procedures to run the

institution until such time as it could be closed.
The Pennhurst decision was a summary decision for
all other right to treatment cases filed on behalf of

institutionalized mentally impaired persons.

It incorpor-

ated the principles of earlier cases into a final judgement

declaring the institutions themselves in violation of the

fourteenth amendment by their lack of

ment for habilitation of clients.

a

normalized environ-

A recent decision in

Massachusetts, Brev/ster v. Dukakis, 19 78, further endorsed
the mandate of deinstitutionalization.
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Legislation
The principles of due process,
individualized educational programs and placement in the
least restrictive

environment articulated through the courts
in the past
decade are embodied in current legislation
concerning the

education of handicapped individuals.

Public Law 94-142,

passed on November 29, 1975 and effective September

1,

1978, amends all former legislation concerning the educa-

tion of handicapped children.

It contains the following

critical provisions:

Assurance of the availability of a
free, appropriate, public education
for all handicapped children, such
guarantee of availability no later
than certain specified dates.

Assurance of the maintenance of an
individualized education program for
all handicapped children.
A guarantee of complete due procedural
safeguards.
The assurance of regular parent or
guardian consultation.

Assurance of special education being
provided to all handicapped children
in the least restrictive environment.
Assurance of nondiscr iminatory testing and evaluation.
A guarantee of policies and procedures
to protect the confidentiality of data
and information.

Assurance of an effective policy
guaranteeing the right of all handicapped children to a free appropriate
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public education at no cost to
parents or guardian.

Assurance of a surrogate to act
for any child when parents or
guardians are either unknown or
unavailable or when such child is
a legal ward of the State (Ballard
& Zettel, 1977, p. 184).

Federal Law 94-142 is almost a replica of the Massachusetts

legislation effecting the education of handicapped children

passed in 1972 and effective in September of 1974.

The

federal law was said to have four main purposes:
To guarantee the availability of
special education programming to
handicapped children and youth
who require such programming.

'

To assure fairness and appropriateness in decision making with regard
to providing special education to
handicapped children and youth.
To establish clear management and
auditing requirements and procedures
regarding special education at all
levels of government.
To financially assist the efforts
of state and local government through
the use of federal funds (Ibid.,
p. 177-178).

The purposes of Chapter 766 were identical to the first

three identified purposes of P.L. 94-142.
The State law differed greatly from the federal ver-

sion in one major characterisi tc
law.

:

it was a noncategorical

Both its funding and eligibility criteria were based

upon very broad definitions of children with special needs.
The federal legislation relied upon the more traditional
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approach of separate, defined categories of
exceptionality.
In a brief presented to the court concerning
the civil

action against the Pennhurst State School, the
plaintiffs
stated that “to develop and learn and grow and to live,
re-

tarded people require individualizing services and individ-

ualizing relationships which seek out and respond to their
individual needs and wishes and capabilities, services

which fit each individually and relationships which are
personal" (Gilhool, et. al., 1978).

Chapter 766 and Public

Law 94-142 may be viewed as summary legislation attempting
to achieve such individualized services and relationships.

Like the court found in the Pennhurst case, the in-

stitutions themselves serve as inhibitors of the desired
outcome.

Educational programs at State Schools for the

Retarded, as those presented in this analysis, were func-

tioning under dual mandates.

They were to provide the

individualized education necessary under Chapter 766 in an

environment which was not conducive to such individuation.
Further, they were to work toward the goal of return to the

community and education in the least restrictive environ-

ment while their funding mechanisms served as

a

disincen-

tive to achieving this goal.
In an article concerning the implementation of Chap-

ter 766, Westherley and Lipsky found that "Chapter 766,

rather than initiating new programs, providing new subnew
sidies, or calling for new construction, introduced
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requirements into bureaucratic practices"
(1976, p, 2).
At
each State School for the Retarded the
process of education
became a bit more intricate as the new law was
implemented.
All aspects of the educational program were effected,
including those governing the provision of supplementary

educational programming.

A brief historical perspective on

educational legislation for the handicapped facilitates

understanding the implications of Chapter 766 at the institutional level.
P.L. 89-313, an amendment of Title I of the Elemen-

tary and Secondary Education Act, was enacted on November
1965.

1,

It was termed by Edwin Martin, current Deputy

Commissibner of Education, as "a building block toward the
total construction of categorical aid for education of

handicapped children" (1970, p, 424).

The 89-313 amendment

was the first authorization of financial assistance to the

education of children in State operated or State supported
day and residential schools.

It is estimated that 53 to 59

percent of the funds initially went to programs in State
Schools for the Retarded (President's Committee on Mental
Retardation, 1976).

For many students in State Schools for

the Retarded, the authorization of 89-313 funding meant the

first opportunity for other than custodial care at the in-

stitution (Martin, 1970).
Prior legislation for handicapped children had pristructure
marily effected the creation of an administrative
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for special education within the
United States Office for
Education or had authorized research and
personnel preparation in the area of special education.
The 89-313 eunend-

ment recognized the handicapped as the
responsibility of
the public educational system and endorsed the
subsidy

of

enhanced educational programming for them.

It marked a

turning point in the nature of federal legislation for the

handicapped first started with the passage of the Elemenand Secondary Education Act.

P.L. 89—313 marked the

end of the legislative focus on administrative supports and
the beginnings of the concept of categorical aid to minor-

ity groups (Martin, 1970).
P.'L.

89-313 programs at State Schools for the Retarded

functioned under few programmatic constraints other than
those of creating programs that were supplementary in nature

until 1974 when two things happened to drastically change
their manner of operation.

First, P.L. 93-380, the Educa-

tion Amendments of 1974 were passed on the federal level,
and,

second, on the State level. Chapter 766 was implement-

ed.

P.Lo 93-380 contained stringent requirements of due

process, individualized educational programming, nondis-

criminatory assessment and placement in the least restrictive educational setting (Abeson, Bolick & Haas, 1976).

These same requirements were embodied in Chapter 766.

In

adminaddition. Chapter 766 (section 12) created specific

implement
istrative structures within the State Schools to
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its mandates.

Hence, 89-313 prograunming shifted from a

loosely defined supplementary function to that of a
co-

facilitator of well specified goals.
The Chapter 766 regulations described the form and

function of educational programs for children with special
needs.

In order to continue their eligibility for funding

under both 766 and 89-313, the educational programs at the
State Schools had to assure their compliance with the

regulations of each.

In effect, compliance with 89-313

regulations became a side effect of compliance with the
Special Education Laws.

89-313 required only that it be a

State operated or supported educational program serving

handicapped children, in such manner as described in P.L.
93-380.

Chapter 766 articulated the manner of P.L. 93-380

on the State level.
The implementation of individualized educational pro-

gramming for children with special needs at State Institutions for the Retarded was an intricate process.

The very

regulations intended to assure quality educational pro-

gramming also necessitated

a

structure of the institution.

number of changes in the very

At best, the enactment of

766 meant total reassessment of all the institutionalized

clients and their respective educational programs.

In many

instances it meant the beginnings of formalized educational

services for clients never before receiving an educational
program.

How 89-313 funds were used at the six institutions

,
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in this study was a direct result of the nature and
focus
the institutional educational programs

CHAPTER

III

EVAI.UATION METHODOLOGY

The Sample

The data for this study were drawn from an evaluation
of statewide 89-313 funded programs performed by the author

and other evaluators during the summer of 1977.

From the

larger evaluation, the programs at the six State Schools
for the Retarded were chosen for the present analysis.

These six institutions exhibited both similar populations
and common State and federal statutory requirements in pro-

gram design and delivery.

In addition, the supplementary

education programs at the six State Schools well illustrated the theoretical concerns of this dissertation

through the funded projects that were the programmatic responses to the mandates of both P.L. 89-313 and Chapter 766.
The six projects employed a projected total of 73

persons in varying direct service capacities.

Each project

also had an administrative director, the Assistant Superin-

tendent for Children's Services at the State School.

According to the original funding proposals the projects
were to service

a

combined total of 1356 clients exhibiting

a variety of handicapping conditions.

The following tables delineate the planned staffing

pattern and target population for each project in the
original project proposals.
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Evaluation Design and Rationale
The purpose in collecting information at each insti-

tution was to be as descriptive as possible of the range of

activities involved in individual project implementation.
The descriptive data was utilized to determine the extent
of program compliance with both current special education

mandates, as embodied in the regulations of Chapter 766 and

with regulations governing the expenditure of 89-313 funds.
Criterion for compliance with Chapter 766 mandates were
easily extrapolated from the then effective regulations of
the law.

Since there were no specific evaluative criteria

for 89-313 programs, it was up to the evaluator to formuThis was accomplished through analysis of both

late them.

the original legislation of ESEA Title I and the 89-313

Amendment and of current State guidelines concerning the
expenditure of 89-313 funds.
In addition, a comprehensive review of Project pro-

posals was done to determine common program components and
trends relevant to the evaluation design.

Common cate-

chosen
gories of both the proposals and the programs were
collected.
as useful for the organization of data to be
1)

Objectives of the Projects and

modifications made to the objectives during the funding y^ar,
2)

Staff background, recruitment.

;
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orientation and training;
Project delivery and outcomes,

3)

including management and

communications

Transportation and facilities

4)

of the Projects;
5)

Project dissemination;

6)

Strengths and weaknesses of
individual Projects as perceived
by persons involved with imple-

mentation and outcomes.

Following selection of the above described categories, the
manner and mode of information collection was determined.
Two questionnaires were developed to provide

a

com-

prehensive view of Project activities from differing perspectives:

an administrative questionnaire and a staff

questionnaire.

The administrative questionnaire covered

all the categories delineated above with the intent of

serving a dual purpose:

First, to be the fact sheet on

each institution project, and, second, to provide information of a general nature from which one could look across

institutions for common patterns in implementing 89-313
projects.

For purpose one, specific descriptive informa-

tion concerning project objectives, staffing and activities

was requested.

The descriptions of project activities

correlated with purpose

tv/o

of the administrative
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questionnaire as they provided information related to inservice training, client assessment and selection, obstacles to project delivery and the communication aspects of
the programs.

Prior to utilization, the questionnaire was field

tested by two special education administrators and revised
according to their helpful suggestions.

Both persons field

testing the questionnaire had extensive experience with
89-313 programming at State Schools for the Retarded.

Their comments assisted the readability of the question-

naire for institutional administrators.
The staff questionnaire was shorter than the administ

trative questionnaire.

Many questions on this second sur-

vey were excerpted directly from the administrative ques-

tionnaire to allow for discrepancy analysis of differing

views of project management, communications, dissemination
and delivery.

As the questionnaire was intended for use by

all project staff, many Likert scale questions as well as

simple yes/no responses were used to facilitate coding and

computer analysis.

Questions were included to elicit gen-

eral perceptions of all 89-313 funded staff of project

scope and outcomes.
were
In addition to the two questionnaires, interviews
roughly
conducted with all Project administrators and
institution.
twenty-five percent of Project staff at each
mainly of discussion
The administrative interviews consisted
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and clarification of the responses to the administrative

questionnaire.

A set of ten questions was developed to

structure staff interviews.

Staff selected for interviews

were randomly selected from the personnel available at the
time of project site visits.

The interview was structured

in the following manner:
1)

The staff persons were shown lists
of both initial and modified project

objectives.

They were asked if the

lists were complete.

If the lists

were not complete, the staff persons

were asked to specify the missing
objectives.
2)

The staff members were asked if they

had any involvement in the original
proposal design.

If the answer was

positive, they were asked what impact
they felt their input had had on the

proposal design,
3)

If the staff persons were not con-

sulted on the proposal design, they

were asked if they felt such input

would have been helpful and in what
way.
4)

The staff members were asked if

administrative support services were
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adequate for delivery of project
objectives.

They were asked to

describe any obstacles in obtaining

support services.
5)

Staff were asked to cite any problems

encountered in project implementation.
6)

Staff were asked if Chapter 766

evaluation methods and forms were
adequate to describe their clients.

Specific strengths and weaknesses

were requested.
7)

Staff members were asked if there

were any problems transporting
clients on institutional grounds.
8)

Staff members were asked if there

were any problems transporting
clients off institutional grounds.
9)

Staff were asked to cite any un-

expected outcomes of the Project,
both positive and negative.
10)

Staff were asked to identify

particular strengths and weaknesses
of the overall Project.

Data Collection Procedures

divided into two
The manner of data collection may be
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interrelated phases:

introductory activities loading up to

site visitation and the actual site visitation.

Tasks

prior to site visitation inc].uded the following:
1)

A preliminary letter was sent to
each Project director as designated
on the Project proposal.

The letter

introduced the evaluator and in
general terms explained the nature
of the evaluation.

These letters

were mailed during the last week in
June, 1977.
2)

An initial visit was made to each
institution to meet the Project

'

director.

At these meetings, the

evaluator described specific evaluative activities and the dates for
site data collection visits were
arranged.

These visits took place

during July, 1977.
3)

In early July, the administrative

questionnaire was mailed to all
Project directoi'S, usually the

Assistant Superintendent for
Children's Services, at each institution.

A completion date for each

questionnaire was designated

;

;
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coincidental with the first day
of the data collection site visit.

The introductory phase of evaluation
activities terminated
with site visitation for data collection
purposes during
August, 1977.

A two day on site schedule with specific
activities
for each of the days was devised.
In a few cases, data
collection on site took longer than two days due to minor
oJ^gani zational problems within the Projects.

Specific

activities for the two days on site included:
1)

Collecting the administrative

questionnaire and clarifying
responses to it with each Project

'

director
2)

Identifying and describing the
physical area of the Project;

3)

Observing the activities of the
funded programs;

4)

Administering the staff questionnaire to all 89-313 staff;

5)

Conducting interviev/s with
twenty-five percent of 89-313
staff

6)

Reading relevant Project documentation to assure congruence with

other descriptions of Project
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activities.
The evaluation design and data collection
strategy

were appropriate for making a comprehensive
analysis of
each Project. There were a few minor
difficulties during
the site visits.
These difficulties were often the result
of disparities between proposed Project activities
and

actual activities or the result of administrative turnover

during the Project year.
Data Analysis Procedures
The results of this study were analyzed in two phases.
The first phase, employing the discrepancy evaluation

method, was concerned with the results of individual Projects and their respective achievement of stated Project

goals and objectives.
terpreted.

The results of each Project were in-

Data from both the administrative qiaestionnaires

and staff questionnaires formed the basis of the analysis.

Interviews and site visits supplemented the information from
the questionnaires.

The second phase of the analysis, of the data was con-

cerned with determining common characteristics of programs
identified as successful.

Selected characteristics of

successful programs were discussed in relation to current

practices in both residential programming for the retarded
and in the education of handicapped children.

CHAPTER

I

V

SUMMARIES OF INDIVIDUAL PROJECT ACTIVITIES
The data obtained as a result of this study
is pre-

sented in the following two chapters.

First Chapter IV

provides summaries of individual institutional Project
activities.

An overview of the intent of the Projects was

presented in Chapter

I,

The individual summaries provide

iri^spth description of actual Project activities and the

services rendered through them.

The results of the admin-

istrative questionnaire, as well as the results of the
staff questionnaire, are described in Chapter V.

Informa-

tion received from site visits and interviews is incorporated in both chapters.

As the purpose of the study is to

determine the nature of 89-313 programs at the institutions as impacted by Chapter 766, emphasis will be allowed
in the reporting of data to those areas relevant to

implementation of Chapter 766 regulations.

tlie

Individual Pro-

ject summaries are provided in alphabetical order.

Belcher town State School
The objectives of the 89-313 funded project at Bel-

chertown State School were:
1)

To provide an innovative approach to
the assessment of special needs children
71

.
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and the development of educational

services appropriate to their

individual needs in an environment
^®®i*3 ried to stimulate learning through

exploration and creative activity.
2)

To have the progreim serve as a model

for the development of similar educa-

tional settings in the community.
3)

To be a support service to staff and

parents
4)

To train staff in planning and

delivery of services.
'

5)

To provide a resource center for

staff needs.

The program embodying the above stated objectives at the

State School

v/as

called the Creative Play Center Project.

Tne Project was founded on the premise that through play
and the expressive arts conducted in specially designed

environments, the potential of clients to express them-

selves in new ways would be realized.

In order to further

define the intent of the program, the following modifications to the initially stated program objectives were made

during the Project year:
Objective

1:

The "innovative approach to
the assessment of special needs

children" was clarified by
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Project staff to mean the
assessment of clients to be

served by the Project, not the

development of an assessment
center open to all of the in-

stitutional population for

diagnostic purposes.
Objective

3:

Support services were extended
to institutional staff, but no

area of program activity was

geared toward the involvement
of parents.
'

Objective

5:

A Resource Center as a designated
space and service was not established.

Institutional staff

were, however, free to borrow

equipment and materials from the

program on an ad hoc basis.
The creation of the Play Lab as the Project funded by

89-313 funds at Belchertown State School was the result of

interest in the concept by the then Assistant Superinten-

dent for Children's Services at the State School.

The

Assistant Superintendent for Children's Services at each
State School is the administrator from the Department of
Education, Division of Special Education, responsible for
the provision of educational services to the under
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twenty- two population at the
institution.

was created as a result of Chapter
766.

This position
The Assistant

Superintendent was the author of the proposal
for 89-313
funding enabling creation of the Play Lab.
Four teachers, all having Master's Degrees
and cer-

special education or elementary education

were hired in the summer of 1976 to become the Project
staff that September.

All were graduates of a program at

the University of Massachusetts which focused on environ-

mental design and developmental play for severely handi-

capped populations.

Although the original Project design

stipulated that other institutional staff would be released
from the'ir regular duties on a part-time basis to work with
the Play Lab staff, this release did not take place.

Five

teacher aide positions were slotted for work with the Project;

in actuality, four teacher aides were hired but they

assumed duties elsewhere in the institution.

In March of

the Project year, one teacher aide was hired to work with
the Lab.

A data collection specialist, hired to perform

adm.inistrative duties for the Play Lab, completed the

Project staff.

The Assistant Superintendent for Children's

services assumed total responsibility for the hiring of the
staff persons.
The implementation of the Play Lab at Relchertown

State School occu.rred in two phases easily categorized as

development of the program and delivery of services.

From

.
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September 1976 to January of 1977, the
staff of the Play
Lab was primarily concerned with
obtaining and preparing
an adequate space for the program,
introducing the Play Lab
concept to the institution staff, and
identifying a client
population. The staff members combined a survey
of the

institutional grounds to locate an acceptable space
for the
program with providing technical assistance to areas of
the

institution regarding improved environmental design.

In

some instances, the staff actually built environments in

other areas of the institution with the objective of es-

tablishing good relations with other institution staff

members
In'

order to identify the client population for the

Play Lab program, a review of all of the under twenty- two

population at the State School was conducted by Project
staff.

The review included:

by the staff members;

2)

1)

the observation of clients

completion of data sheets on each

client by the Unit staff at the institution involved with
the client's current programming;

3)

the review of each

potential client's individual educational plan.

The client

data was organized into three categories of service from the
Play Lab:

sensory experience, movement with security, and

movement with challenge.

The three areas were seen by

Project staff as being outstanding developmental needs of
the institutional population.

The population to receive

service was determined on a cooperative basis by both
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Project and institutional staff.

iiie

final population to

be served (N=47) included clients
who had little or no ongoing educational programming. The clients
represented a
range of disabilities from moderate to
profound mental re-

tardation.

Such a heterogeneous population was intention-

ally chosen by the Play Lab staff as best able
to demonstrate the application of the Play Lab's concepts to
a

variety of client needs and abilities.
In February of 1977, a three week experimental deliv-

ery of services was performed by the Project.

The three

week period was used to further evaluate clients, design
their individual play lab programs, and re-adapt areas of
the enviironment and program equipment to meet specific

client needs.
programming.

In March, the Play Lab began its regular

Clients were scheduled in one hour blocks

with three blocks being provided each morning and two each
afternoon.
basis.

All client programming was done on

a

one-to-one

Daily logs were kept for each client including data

on the quality and effectiveness of client play interaction

and response to, or use of, the environment.

Summaries were

written periodically on each client using both the observation logs and the client's individual educational plan.
In addition to performing direct services for clients,

the Play Lab staff also presented inservice training

sessions to interested institutional staff members demon-

strating the concepts and application of the Play Lab
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program.

At the request of Project
staffs outside consultants were hired to provide
inservice training
sessions in

subject areas felt to be necessary
to the overall effectiveness of the program. Workshop
topics included the de-

velopment of instructional materials, the
use of video and
camera as teaching tools, and music therapy.

Ten inservice

sessions were presented during the Project
year.
In May of 1977,

two other major efforts were con-

ducted by the Project staff as part of their effort
toward
dissemination of Project activities. First, an Open House
was held at the Lab.

Parents, institutional staff, staff

from other institutions, and State and local political

officials were invited to a demonstration of the Project's
operation.

The second major dissemination effort was an

outreach program designed to integrate the concepts of environmental design embodied in the Play Lab to the residential areas of the institution.

To accomplish this, one

staff member from the Project spent considerable time during

May working on the residential units with materials from the
Play Lab.

Brochures and other descriptive materials in a

variety of media were also develoi^ed by the Project staff to
disseminate their activities.
Paul A. Dever State School

The 89-313 Project proposal at the Paul A. Dever

State School was authored by the Acting Assistant

.
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Superintendent for Children's Services.

The objectives of

the proposal addressed a variety
of skill areas and were
suniinariz 0 d in the following manner:
1)

Occupational therapy;

To help develop

motor skills to be used in self-help
skills training for eating, dressing,

personal hygiene or educational programming.
2)

Behavioral;

To correct behaviors which

inhibit children from learning self-

help skills or inhibit the learning
process.
3)

Educational:

To help train the children

in recognition and fine motor develop-

ment; also to provide on ward training

for programs of self-help, activities of

daily living (ADL)

,

socialization, recre-

ation, gross motor activities and pre-

school experiences.
4)

Community Skills;

To teach personal

skills within a home or homelike

environment
5)

Vocational;

To teach the skills

necessary to function in

a

sheltered

workshop setting.
The original Project design was based on a model of joint
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programming between the Department of
Education and the
Department of Mental Health. The
joint programming included a joint staffing pattern.
This Project model terminated in March of 1977 with the
departure of the Acting
Assistant Superintendent for Children's
Services who had
been the Project designer and major
administrator. Following a transitional stage characterized by high
staff turn-

over and drastically reduced programming, the
Project structure was modified to become more self-contained.

Termed

Project Impact, the emergent 89-313 funded program addressed
the following specific objectives:
1)

To increase readiness skills through

sensory motor stimulation and specific
skills development programs for non-

ambulatory and severely multihandicapped children.
2)

To prepare children to live in a home-

like environment through a pre-

vocational program.
3)

To assist children with special motor

problems through a perceptual motor
training program.
4)

To reduce inappropriate behaviors that
are preventing some children from group

interaction and skill progression
through a structured behavior management
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progrcun,

To increase work skills through
a

5)

vocational program.

Although decidedly similar to the
original Project objectives, Project Impact represented
drastically changed

pro-

gramming from the former more diffuse Project
model.
The Project staff and their functions
shifted during
the funding year.

Prior to March, eight staff persons were

funded by the Project in various capacities.

All resigned

in the transitional period of the Project and eighteen
full

time staff members were employed with the remaining 89-313
funds.

These staff members included nine developmental

specialists, five teacher aides, two administrative/clerical workers, a teacher, and a perceptual motor specialist.

In addition, thirteen staff members were employed to per-

form general duties in a summer enrichment program.

The

staff were utilized in a variety of functions in nine major

program areas.

The seven program areas are described below

House 31 was a program teaching personal grooming,

dressing and functional living skills.

It focused upon the

introduction of articles and equipment found in a typical
home and the development of the necessary skills to use
these items.

addressed in

Basic education and social development were
tlie

activities of the program.

Fourteen

clients were served by the three person staff, including
tv.'o

developmental specialists employed through 89-313 funds
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The Developmental Learning Center
represented four
areas of programming.

In the cottage area,

the program

focused upon activities of daily living much
like the program of House 31. The client population in the
cottage
area, however, was of lower functional levels
than that

serviced by the former program.

Another aspect of the

Developmental Learning Center, the perceptual motor program, taught fine and gross motor skills to adolescents.

The focus was on discrimination of form, size, color and
texture.

In the Language Development Program of the Center,

the emphasis was upon the development of verbal and signing

skills.

The fourth program of the Developmental Learning

Center, the behavioral special needs classroom, provided an

educational environment and programming for children whose

behavior patterns were so severe as to inhibit their ability to be involved in other academic programming of the
institution.

The Developmental Learning Center served

fifteen children with nine staff members, seven of whom

were employed through the 89-313 Project.
A highly structured behavioral management program for

children with severe behavior problems, termed the Special

Project for Intensive Training, was totally supported by
89-313 funding.

Through this project, five clients were

serviced by two staff members.

The Fenton School program,

designed to provide nine severely physically handicapped
clients with varied activities of sensory stimulation, was
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enhanced by the addition of two teacher
aides to its staff
of two developmental specialists
through 89-313 monies.
Another teacher aide hired by the Project
was assigned to
the Vocational Education program.
The aide's function was
to assist the institutional teacher in
an ongrounds
shel-

tered workshop.

In addition, the thirteen staff hired for

the summer conducted a nine week recreational
program for

approximately one hundred clients.

Although the 89-313

guidelines and Chapter 766 regulations identify ages three
through twenty- two as eligible for service, another Project
staff member was assigned to a community education and

orientation program for adult residents of the State School.
The Project neither conducted nor participated in any

programs of inservice training or any formalized dissemination activities during the Project year.

Although the staff

expressed an interest in both areas, the administration
stated that the transitions of the Project activities and

leadership during the funding year had prohibited involve-

ment in such activities.
Walter E. Fernald State School
The major objectives of the 89-313 funded Project at
the Fernald School focused upon the provision of educa-

tional programs to clients that would assist their trans-

ition to more normalized environments within the community.

A secondary objective was the training of staff members as
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advocate liaisons who would, in turn, both train other

residential staff in the advocacy role and also assist
local school districts in developing community based edu-

cational programs for Fernald clients.

The Project objec-

tives were stated as follows:
1)

To assist nonprofessional staff in

taking part in the formalized education of residents.
2)

To work with local education agencies

and collaboratives in the development
of community based educational programs.
3)

To provide twenty-four hours per week
of direct educational services to

children.

The goal of the program was to establish and maintain

communication channels among all persons involved with the
educational programs of clients.
Several staff, called 766 liaisons, were hired through
the Project.

They were supervised and supported by a Pro-

ject director and an educational specialist.

An adminis-

trative assistant was also hired with Project funds.

The

Project director and administrative assistant left the Project in January of 1977.
in April of 1977.

ject in May.

A new Project director

v^as

hired

The educational specialist left the Pro-

seven
No provisions for supervision of the

liaisons was made during the absence of

a

Project director.
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The educational specialist
position was not filled for the
remainder of the Project year, once
the original person
fulfilling that function resigned. The
seven persons serving as liaisons for the Project were
all hired from within
the institution.
The Assistant Superintendent for
Children's
Services and the Unit Directors at the School
jointly made
the hiring decisions.
They felt that the advocacy role to
be filled by the seven liaisons could best
be accomplished
if the persons were familiar with both the
institution and
its population.
The entire institutional population that was under

twenty-two years of age was serviced by the Project.

The

population was split into seven individual caseloads, one
for each liaison.

The liaison was to attempt to increase

the educational programming for each of her forty to sixty

clients with a final goal of placement in a community educational program.

Combined with a stipulation of some

direct educational services to each client, this meant that
the liaisons were involved in a variety of activities from

supervising the development of the individual educational
plans and programs for each client to providing instruction
as mandated on the plan to negotiating with school districts

and community programs for the deinstitutionalization of

their clients.

The Project design had stated that the

educational specialist was primarily to provide inservice
training to Project staff.

This inservice would, in turn.
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prepare them for providing inservico
to other institutional
staff. As the Project evolved, the
educational specialist
provided the training to other
institutional staff members
much more frequently than to the
Project staff.
The liai-

sons provided little inservice as they
became more involved
with other aspects of their jobs.

Several areas of the original Project design
were not
addressed during the funding year. No dissemination
of

Project activities was conducted in a formal manner.

In-

formal dissemination was effected through interaction
with

other institutional staff and representatives of community
programs.

The data collection procedures for measuring

client gains and Project outcomes as outlined in the Project

proposal were not implemented.

Administrative turnover was

cited by both the administration and the staff as the major

reason for the lack of documentation in the areas cited.
The clients seldom received twenty-four hours of direct edu-

cational services from the Project staff as other duties

were given priority time.

Also, there were no staff evalua-

tions during the Project year.

Charles V. Hogan Regional Center
The Hogan Regional Center 89-313 Project was designed
to augment an interdisciplinary team service model at the

institution.
1)

The specific objectives of the Project were:
To provide intensive training in

.

06

activities of daily living,
2)

To support the activities of daily

living program through provision of

intensive occupational, physical,
lancfuage and recreation therapy.
3)

To provide overall coordination of

services between client service

providers and parents or legal
guardians.
4)

To provide effective dissemination
of information to all service

providers and the parents or legal
guardians
5)

To provide comprehensive curriculum

materials and resource information
to all client service providers and

legal guardians.

The Project design

v/as

formulated by the Assistant Superin-

tendent for Children's Services with limited input from a

head teacher at the Center.

The head teacher became the

Project director.

A total of fifty-one persons were hired by both the

Assistant Superintendent for Children's Services and the
Project director during the funding year.

worked in a variety of capacities.

The persons hxred

There were nine full

time staff, including three teachers, teacher aides, an
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occupational therapist,

a

speech pathologist,

a

recreational

therapist, an occupational therapy aide and two
clerical

workers.

Twenty part time staff persons were hired during

the summer months, including seven combined program aides

and lifeguards, three summer service coordinators and ten

institutional aides.

Seventeen substitute teachers were

also hired with Project funds during the year to cover ab-

sences on the part of regular Project staff.

Although the

original Project had included a position for a physical
therapist, the Center was unable to recruit a full time

person.

Four physical therapy consultants were hired at

various times during the year to provide limited physical
therapy services to the Project population.
The interdisciplinary team, as defined by the Project

at the Hogan Center, was concerned with services of the
total child.

Intensive services of a diverse nature were

provided through Project funds to an undocumented number of
students.

Project activities included both formalized edu-

cational programming and supplemental direct care staff on
the wards.

There was no specific Project model as the

89-313 staff were intermingled to fill deficits in the on-

going programming at the institution.

The measurable pro-

duct of the Project was the newsletter sent quarterly to
both institutional staff and the parents or legal guardians
of the Center population.
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Monson State Hospital
The goals of the 89-313 Project at Monson State
Hos-

pital were to provide administrative support and additional
staffing for four ongoing programs at the institution:

The

Simon's School, the Pediatric Nursing Unit, the Developmental Skills Program, and the Creative Learning Laboratory.
The following objectives were articulated in the Project
design:
1)

Extension of the Simon's School generic

program for ten months to twelve months.
2)

The development and implementation of a

pre-vocational program for the placement
of students.
3)

The reduction of the teacher/pupil ratio
in the Simon's School on a year round

basis.
4)

The development and implementation of
an evening education and recreation

program for students scheduled to receive
off grounds educational services from
the public schools in the fall of 1977.
5)

The purchase of materials and furnishings
for the normalization of the pre-voca-

tional program environment.
6)

To conduct inservice workshops and staff
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training programs.
The design of the Project was developed by the Assistant

Superintendent for Children's Services in conjunction with
other adrainistr ative staff at the institution and an institutional advisory council.
The recruitment of Project staff was publicized both

within the institution and in the local newspapers.

Cri-

teria for hiring were cited as relevance of past experience,

certification where applicable and affirmative action mandates.

The principal of Simon's School made the final

hiring recommendations to the Assistant Superintendent for
Children's Services.
to SeptemJaer 30,

For the time span from October 1976

19 77,

fifteen staff members were hired.

Eight persons were hired for the entire Project year.
These positions j.ncluded five teacher aides, one pre-vocational instructor, one program specialist and one environ-

mental designer and builder.

Seven other staff members were

hired for summer programming as teachers and teacher aides.
Two direct service programs utilizing the fifteen

staff members were funded either wholly or in part through
the 89-313 monies.

These were the Simon's School and the

pi7 e_ vocational program.

The Simon's School became a full

year program through the Project staff and funding.

Its

purpose was to provide individualized educational services
and pielimiin activities of daily living, social, motor,

nary pre-vocational skills.

'fhe

program worked in
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conjunction with the Developmental Skills Program
and the
Creative Learning Laboratory to prepare children
for place-

ment in community based programs.

The School served a

total of seventy-four students with a full spectrum of

disabilities.
The second direct service program, the Pre-vocational

Community Awareness Center, served eighteen students, five
days per week and eight students in evening educational and

recreational programs four times per week.

The Center was

intended as a transition for students from an institutionally based program to appropriate community based services.

Pre-placement criteria were determined at the Center for
each client on an individual basis.

Educational activities

addressed the criteria specified in the individual client
assessment.

In both the Pre-vocational Center and the

Simon's School, the behavioral objectives outlined in each

client's individual education plan were utilized in programming.

The focus of both programs was to prepare clients

for deinstitutionalization.

Thirty-one clients were dein-

stitutionalized during the Project year.

Twenty- two went

to day educational programs outside the institution; nine

went to community residential placements.
Two inservice workshops were held during the Project
for
to update and inform staff of the direction planned

educational services at the institution.

The first work-

conducted by
shop was held on institutional grounds and

:
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both outside consultants and administrative
staff from the
institution.
The second workshop was actually
a staff re-

treat, held at some distance from the
institution with the

intent of fostering better communication among
Project
staff members.

No formalized dissemination activities were

conducted by the Project.
Wrentham State School
The thrust of the 89-313 Project at Wrentham State

School was to fulfill the educational objectives for the

clients in four ongoing institutional programs:

The

Community Living Program, the Blind/Visually Handicapped
Program, the Severe Behavioral Program, and the Speech and

Language Program.

The specific objectives for each program

v/ere
1)

Community Living Program:

To train

twenty- three students in kitchen and

domestic skills, family life and other
skills necessary for independent or

semi-independent living.
2)

Blind/Visually Handicapped Program:

To

train twenty legally blind and visually

handicapped students in self-help skills,
fine and gross motor coordination, basic

signing and independent mobility.
3)

Severe Behavioral Program:

To train
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eighteen severely retarded students

with severe behavioral disorders to
control their behavior enough to

Participate in a regular school pro-

gram with one or more other students.
4)

Speech and Language Program:

To pro-

vide intensive language stimulation,
increase receptive language ability
and develop functional gesture language

communication for seventy mentally

retarded students.
During the Project year, a program opened at the Foxboro
State Hospital called the Dexter facility which influenced

implementation of the above stated objectives.

The Dexter

facility was designed as an intensive therapeutic and educational program for the more skilled residents of Wrentham
State School to be prepared for deinstitutionalization as

rapidly as possible.

When Dexter opened in January of 1977,

the higher functioning residents of Wrentham State School,

many of whom had been the designated clients of the 89-313
program, were moved to the Dexter Program.

Of the four

programs at Wrentham, only the Blind/Visually Handicapped

Program was not influenced by the opening of Dexter.
A total of sixteen staff were hired by the Assistant

Superintendent for Children's Services to work in the
89-313 program.

The staff was composed of three supervising
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teachers, eleven teacher aides, an
educational specialist
and a speech therapist. During the
Project year, four
persons terminated employment at the Project.

The Community Living Program of the
89-313, employing
four Project staff, served twenty-three clients.
The original intent of the program was to prepare fifty
percent of
the twenty-three clients to be deinstitutionalized
within

one year.

The planned deinstitutionalization was to take
of either a day program in the community or a

community residential program.

When the opening of the

Dexter facility occurred in January of 1977, all but two of
the original program clients were transferred there.

The

twenty-o'ne clients chosen to replace those transferred to

Dexter were of significantly lower functional ability.

The

program goal was changed to fifty percent deinstitutionalization with five years.
In the Blind/Visually Handicapped Program of the

Project, five teacher aides funded through 89-313 monies

were used to supplement the work of

a

professional staff

member funded through the Department of Mental Health.

program served twenty clients.

The

Each aide was responsible

for one to one work with four program clients.

Sensory

motor stimulation activities, self-help skills and gross
motor programming were provided on

a

full time basis.

As

mentioned earlier, the Blind/Visually Handicapped Program
was the only one of the four programs at Wrentham whose
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population did not change due to the opening of
the Dexter
facility. Physical barriers at the facility
prohibited the
acceptance of persons with severe physical handicaps.
The population of the Speech and Language Program
of
the Project was reduced from an intended seventy clients
to
an actual client population of forty by the opening of

Dexter.

One aide and a speech therapist employed through

89-313 monies provided two levels of service through this
program.

The levels were determined by client abilities.

In the first levels one group of clients received pre-

language development activities from program staff.

The

second level of the program provided on ward general
language stimulation activities for clients.
The Severe Behavioral Program of the Project serviced
a total of thirteen clients during the Project year.

Three

teacher aides funded by the Project worked with a Depart-

ment of Education staff member in an intensive curriculum
of behavior modification.

Each staff member was respon-

sible for three or four clients.

Activities were designed

and conducted to address acting out behavior, communication
and the acquisition of self-discipline for each client.

CHAPTER

V

QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
This Chapter reports the responses to the
survey

questionnaires administered to Project administrators and
Project staff. Copies of the q;uestionnaires are provided
in the Appendix,

It is divided into two major sections;

the first reporting the responses to the administrative

questionnaire;
tionnaire,

the second, responses to the staff ques-

For the administrative questionnaire, data is

reported in the following nine categories:
1)

The Sample

2)

Project Design

3)

Management and Communications

4)

Dissemination of Project Activities

5)

Parental Involvement

6)

Orientation and Inservice Training

7)

Use of CORE Evaluation Procedures

8)

Obstacles to Program Delivery

9)

Deinstitutionalization

Ten categories of data presentation are used for the results of the staff questionnaire.

The categories are:

1)

The Sample

2)

Proposal Design

3)

Roles and Responsibilities
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4)

Management and Communications

5)

Orientation and Inservice Training

6)

Client Behavioral

7)

Transportation

10)

8)

Parental Involvement

9)

Dissemination
Overall Program Success

The breakdown of categories was derived from
the question-

naire design.

Results of Administrative Questionnaire

—sqinple

.

At five of the six institutions surveyed, the

Project administrator or director was the Assistant Super-

intendent for Children’s Services at the particular institution.

At the Charles

V.

Hogan Regional Center, the head

teacher employed through Project funding was considered to
be the Project administrator.

All questionnaires were com-

pleted by the administrators.

Hence, five of the ques-

tionnaires were completed by the Assistant Superintendent
for Children’s Services v/hile one of the six was completed

by the head teacher employed through Project funding.

Project design

.

One of the criteria for design of 89-313

Projects as specified in State guidelines is that "project{s) be of sufficient size, scope and quality to assure

progress of clients..."

In addition, each program must
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provide "supplementary" educational
services.
summaries of individual Projects
provided

The

in the adminis-

trative questionnaire specified three
models of Project
design embodied in a variety of actual
programs.
The three

models of Project design may be categorized
as follows:
1)

Strictly supplemental services to all
clients in the institution.

2)

Supplemental services embodied in

a

specific programmatic effort.
3)

Supplemental services embodied in a

diffuse program effort.
The first model, that of strictly supplemental ser-

vices to all clients in the institution, is characterized
by large increases in staff hired through the 89-313 funding to augment ongoing service delivery at the institution.
The second Project model is characterized by a more limited

number of 89-313 funded staff hired to deliver programs that
interface selectively with ongoing institutional efforts.
The target population of this second model is usually

chosen on some predetermined basis engendered in Project
goals.

The third model, supplemental services provided

through a diffuse program effort, is somewhat a combination
of the two former designs.

Although characterized by

relatively large staff serving

a

a

variety of institutional

functions, the target population and interface with other

institutional programs is chosen on a more selective basis
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than in model one.

The Projects at Paul A. Dever State

School and Hogan Regional Center exemplify
the first design.
The Projects at Belchertown State School
and the Walter E.
Fernald State School were representative
of the second model
as described above.
Monson State Hospital and
Wrenth^lm

State School demonstrate the third category of
Project
design.

Mgjlgg ejgent and communications .

Administrators cited manage-

ment concerns as crucial to the perceived outcomes of Project activities.

In those instances where there had been

administrative turnover during the Project year (Fernald
and Dever), the interim lack of specific management capa-

bilities were cited as hampering Project activities.

Pro-

posed outcomes of Projects at these institutions were
altered as the result of turnover in the administration.
The new administrators at each of the two institutions felt

that management should be a major focus of future Project
design.
The degree of communication among 89-313 Project

staff and administrators was cited by the administrators to
be of high or very high degree in all instances.

Communica-

tion problems were most often specified between Project

staff and other institutional staff.

The questionnaire re-

sults also depicted a perceived lower commitment on the part
of Department of Education staff to support of the Project.
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Another aspect of communication
with Project staff, evaluation of job performance, was rated
as adequate by the
administrators.
A variety of informal mechanisms
were used by the
administrators of individual Projects for
performance evaluation.
One institution, the Fernald State
School, indi-

cated informal discussion as its only route of
performance
evaluation. Formal evaluations were conducted in
varying

frequencies at the other institutions, from quarterly
(Hogan Regional Center) to annually (Monson State Hospital).
The administrators consistently cited the effectiveness of
job evaluation as being hampered by the lack of clarity in
job descriptions.

Dissemination of Project activities

.

All institutions in-

dicated dissemination of 89-313 Project information as
occurring primarily at meetings among 89-313 staff members
or through meetings with other institutional staff.

Only

three institutions had formalized dissemination methods
for communication outside of the institution.

Both the

Hogan Regional Center Project and the Monson State Hospital
Project published a newsletter sharing Project inform.ation

with pairents, guardians and selected community persons.
The Belchertown State School 89-313 Project prepared a

slide tape presentation and a brochure for dissemination of

information about the Project.

This was used to present an
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overview of Project activities to a variety
of community
and professional groups,

institutions showed communication with parents,
local educational agencies and regional education
offices of
the State Department of Education occurring with
varying frequency.

The administrators did not show any consensus on

perceived usefulness of these outreach efforts.
"very helpful" to "of some help" was reported.

A range of

Contact

with Educational Collaboratives or Colleges and Universities was consistently rated to be the most useful communi-

cation link.

The Bureau of Institutional Schools of the

State Department of Education was rated as the most helpful

communication resource of the State agencies, followed by
the Department of Mental Health and the Office for Children.

Project administrator responses to the type of infor-

mation sharing between institutions that was most effective
showed that only the Belchertown Project and the Monson

Project were involved in any type of information sharing

between Projects.

Information sharing that administrators

would like to have with other institutions included:

more

information about innovative educational practices, increased information from institutions referring clients,
more information on other federal assistance available to
the institutions and their respective populations, and, a

directory of 09-313 Projects and personnel.

Two institu-

did
tions, Wrentham State School and Fernald State School,

.
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not indicate any need for further information
sharing.

parental Involvement

.

Perceptions were split on parental

interest and involvement.

The percentage of parents re-

ported to be taking an active interest in the programs
of
their children ranged from a low of

0

to 25 percent as per-

ceived by three of the institutions (Fernald, Hogan and
Dever

)

,

to a high of 51 to 75 percent (Monson).

One insti-

tutional administrator (Belchertown State School) indicated
no knowledge of the percent of parents actively involved in

their children's programming.

A variety of mechanisms were used by individual Projects to engage parental interest.

These included assigning

parent contact as a specific responsibility of staff members
(Fernald), phone contacts on child progress (Monson, Dever,

Wrentham, Fernald, and Hogan)

,

parent organizational meet-

ings (Monson, Fernald), contact with liaisons from the

Bureau of Institutional Schools (all Projects), and, special
events such as Open House or Parent Day activities (Belchertown

)

Orientation and inservice training.

Five institutions pro-

vided orientation of some kind to newly hired Project staff.
The administrator of the Fernald School was unclear as to

whether or not £m orientation had actually been provided.
The orientation, however, was frequently one general to the

institution rather than specific to the newly funded 89-313
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Project,

Formal mechanisms for determining inservice needs

were stated as used for the Projects at Belchertown State
School, Hogan Regional Center, Monson State Hospital and

Wrentham State School.

Fernald State School and Paul A.

Dever made no formal attempt to determine inservice training needs of Project personnel.

The four Projects that had

attempted to determine inservice needs, had also conducted
inservice training workshops during the Project funding
year.

Dever and Fernald did not conduct inservice training

workshops of any kind.

The degree of usefulness of inser-

vice activities as perceived by the administrators was

rated most high when the inservice was conducted by
ject staff member.

a Pro-

The workshops conducted by an outside

facilitator were viewed as ranging in helpfulness from

moderately helpful to very helpful.
Use of CORE evaluation procedures

.

Responses to the ade-

quacy of CORE evaluation procedures varied greatly.

All

institutions indicated that their under twenty-two popularetion had educational plans and that those plans were

viewed on an annual basis.

Quarterly reviews of individual

were often
educational plans, also mandated by Chapter 766,

not accomplished.

All institutional administrators indi-

evaluation process as
cated some agreement with the CORE
Itidisciplined view of the
mandated in that it provides a mu

child.

They felt strongly however, that the forms used

for the evaluation process, including the individual

educational plan form, were not well suited for use with

institutional populations.

Frequently, the administrators

indicated a preference for the forms utilized for Title

XIX evaluations at the State Schools as opposed to the
CORE evaluation forms distributed by the Department of

Education.

Additional problems were indicated in clarifying
the responsibility of implementing specified student

behavioral objectives for a client.

Often there would

be no follow-up statement after the completion of the

educational plan as to the staff person responsible for

including the objective in the clients daily programming.
A suggestion was made that standard utilization of

vocational assessment techniques at the institutions

would also be helpful to the CORE evaluation process.
De institutionalization

.

Clients from the six institutions

environments
.were reported as released to less restrictive

with a varying degree of frequency.

The following table

Project
illustrates the number of clients served by each
of clients deinstituat each institution and the number

tionalized during the Project year.
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TABLE

2

Clients Deinstitutionalized by Project

Project

Total Clients
Served

Number Placed
Outside Institution

Belchertown State
School

47 (252)

42*

Paul A. Dever State
School

66 (243)

145*

Walter E. Fernald
State School

301

Hogan Regional Center

315

6

Monson State Hospital

126

31

Wrentliani State School

124

16

Total

979

240

Unknown

The percentage of the Project client population placed in

community

progrEm^.s for

which actual data is available are

presented in the following table.

*Although the questionnaire specifically asked for data
concerning Project clients, the numbers asterisked represent data concerning all of the under twenty-two population at the institution. The administrators were unable
clients
to provide data concerning numbers of Project
in the
persons
of
number
The
placed in the community.
parentheses.
in
shown
under twenty- two population is
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TABLE

3

Pe^entaqe of Clients Deinstitutionalj
Project

y.oH

Percentage

Hogan Regional Center

1

.

8%

Monson State Hospital

2

Wrentham State School

12.9%

3.8%

Data was also obtained on whether the clients were placed
in day educational programs, residential programs, or

residential programs whose educational component was still

provided through the supplementary educational programs of
the institution.

Of thirty-one clients placed in community

residential programs by the six institutions, only one
client continued to return to the institution (Monson State
Hospital) for his educational program.

Obstacles to Program Delivery

.

The administrators cited

consistent problems in the implementation of individual
Projects.

The difficulty of transportation off institu-

tional grounds was specified by all institutions to

severely hamper components of individual Projects.

institutions found such transportation to be

a

All six

problem.

Reasons named for creating the problemmatic nature of off

grounds transportation for Project clients included

availability of motor vehicles, insurance problems as
a result of the fact that Project staff v/ere not

covered under institutional policies, lack of reim-

bursement for staff mileage incurred, and, mechemical
difficulties with available vehicles.

On grounds

transportation was a problem for only two Projects.

Administrative support at the institution was
cited as a problem by three Projects.

Reasons listed

included difficulties and delays in hiring of Project
staff, limited numbers of minority applicants to

facilitate approval procedures for Affirmative Action,

administrative and staff turnover, lack of secretarial
and clerical assistance, and inadequate schedule inter-

face and material supports from the institutions.

Results of Staff Questionnaire
s ample

.

An estimated 116 persons were employed

by the Projects at the time of survey.

Seventy-two

of the persons were available for survey through this

study (sixty-four percent).

Staff questionnaire

response rates for each questionnaire are presented
•in the following table.

.
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TABLE

4

Staff Survevcd at Each Institution

Project

Total #

# Surveyed

% of Total

Belchertown State
School

10

5

50%

Paul A. Dever
State School

31

23

74%

Walter E. Fernald
State School

10

6

60%

Charles V. Hogan
Regional Center

34*

15

44%

Monson State Hospital

15

11

73%

Wrentham State School

16

lA

^%

116

72

64%

Total

The institutional staff who were not surveyed were either

clerical or administrative support excluded in the evaluation design, on vacation, or absent for unspecified reasons.

Proposal input and Project objectives

.

Seventy-one percent

of the staff surveyed had no input into the proposal or

Project design.

The only involvement shown for the other

twenty-nine percent of the Project staff was that of

suggesting items or reviewing items.

In regEird to their

*Doo 3 not include 17 substitute teachers hired with varying

frequency

.
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knowledgability of Project objectives, fifty-one
percent of
the staff for the Projects rated their
knowledge as high or
very high. Forty-one percent rated their
familiarity with
the objectives of the Projects as moderate
to very low.
The remaining persons did not know.

Roles and responsibilities

.

Thirty-one percent of the

Project staff felt that their job descriptions were clear

regarding the roles and responsibilities they performed to
a

high or very high degree.

Forty-one percent felt the

job descriptions were moderately clear while twenty-six

percent felt the descriptions were low or very low indicators of their actual job functions.

Thirty-six percent of

the Project personnel felt that their roles had changed

during the course of the Project year.

Of the persons

whose roles had changed, eleven percent indicated that
their job descriptions had been updated to reflect the

changes

Management and communications

.

Sixty-six percent of Pro-

^ject staff indicated a high or very high degree of appro-

priate advice and direction from their direct supervisors.
Of the total Project staff at the respective institutions,

nineteen percent of those surveyed were supervised by the
Project Director.

Sixty-seven percent of the Project staff

memJDers also rated communication between themselves and

other Project staff as high or very high.

Seventy- three
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percent rated between themselves and their immediate
supervisors as high or very high.

However, only thirty-

four percent felt that their performance was evaluated

properly.

Fifty- three percent rated evaluation as being

moderately to of very little appropriateness to their performance.
In response to the question of perceived commitment

of persons outside the Project to Project success, the

staff provided the following responses.
TABLE

5

Commitment to the Project
High or
very high

Commitment by:

Moderate, low,
or very low

Do not know

Superintendent

26 %

36%

35%

Assistant
Superintendent

51%

30%

17%

Other Institutional
Staff

41%

54%

3%

A limited number of staff felt a high or very high commit-

ment on the part of the institutional superintendent to the
Project.

The occurrence of felt high or very high commit-

ment increased in relation to the Assistant Superintendent
of the six
of the institution, the Project Director at five

Project sites.

More than half of the staff for the Pro-

institutional staff as
jects perceived commitment by other
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moderate to very low.

While

a

relatively high percentage

(thirty-five and seventeen) did not know the
commitment of
the Superintendent or the Assistant
Superintendent
to the

Projects, a very small percentage (three)
felt that they
did not know the cor.unitment on the part of
other institu'

tional staff.

—

and inservice trainincr .

Fifty percent of the

respondents stated that they were provided orientation programs specific to their Project.

Of those receiving

orientation, twenty-nine percent found the orientation to
be of a high or very high degree of helpfulness.

The re-

sponse to this question, however, is of limited value as

many of the Project staff members interpreted

tliis

to mean

orientation to the institutions themselves as opposed to

orientation to the 89-313 funded Project.

Other staff, of

necessity, responded negatively to this question as they

were developers of the Project which was new to the institution and, therefore, no orientation would have been

possible specific to Project activities.

Fifty-six percent of Project staff stated that inservice training programs had been conducted during the

Project year.

The number of inservice training programs

conducted at the institutions ranged from one to ten, with
average inservice workshop presentations for all Projects

being four.

The majority of staff members who attended
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inservice workshops rated them as moderately hc].pful.

In-

service workshops conducted by staff versus outside facilitators showed no significant degree of variation in helpfulness,
of.

Institutional staff tended to be the presenters

inservice workshops more often than outside facilitators.

Client behavioral outcomes

.

The Project staff members

served an average of twenty-four clients each, with

a re-

ported range of from zero to one hundred and twenty-five
clients.

Seventy-five percent rated their familiarity with

behavioral objectives for clients as high or very high.
Thirteen percent of the respondents indicated that they had
no involvement with either writing or implementing behavioral objectives for the clients served by the Project.

Sixty-six percent of respondents said their involvement consisted of assisting in writing and following the objectives.

When asked to estimate the percentage of clients who successfully, partially or did not meet their objectives and the

range of the responses, the Project staff responded in the

following manner:
>•

TABLE

6

Percent of Clients Meeting Behavioral Objectives
Percent

Range

Successfully met

41 %

0-100

Partially met

39%

0-100

Did not meet

21%

0-100

Category
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The data shows a majority of clients
who partially or
successfully met their behavioral objectives.
T ransportation .

Forty-nine percent of respondents said

that transportation on the institutional grounds
was ade-

quate for the Project activities, while fifty-one
percent

responded that it was inadequate.

The response of staff

was evenly divided in regard to adequacy (46%) versus
inadequacy (45%) of off grounds transportation for Project
activities.

Eight percent of the persons responding said

this question was not applicable to the activities of their

particular Project.
Parental involvement .

Seventy-five percent of Project

staff said that parents do not visit regularly at the institution.

Thirty-five percent of staff responded that

there were not consistent methods at the institution to

engage parental interest, but thirty-six percent indicated
that they were unaware of the methods used to engage

parental interest.

Sixteen percent of the Project staff

reported that consistent methods were used to assist
parental involvement.

The percentages of parents perceived

to take an active interest in the program of their child

was estimated as between zero and twenty-five percent by
forty-four percent of Project staff.

Thirty-one percent of

the staff stated that they did not know what percentage of

clients took an active interest in their program.
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Dissemination

.

None of the Project staff rated the
degree

of information sharing between their
Project and Projects

of a similar nature at other institutions
as being very

high.

'Sixty-eight percent of the respondents rated infor-

mation sharing among Projects as having moderately to
very
low degree of occurrence.

O verall success

of the Project .

Eighty-three percent of

staff responded that the Project they worked for had had a

^rgh or very high degree of success.

Fifteen percent of

staff rated the overall Project effectiveness as moderate
or low.

No respondent stated that the overall Project

success had been very low although
feel they could make an estimate.

tv70

percent did not

. .

CHAPTER

V I

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The following chapter will discuss the results of
the

study described in Chapters IV and V.

Conclusions concern-

ing individual 89-313 funded Projects will be formulated

from the data obtained as well as conclusions concerning

collective Project outcomes.

Strengths and weaknesses of

individual Projects will be identified.

Recommendations

for future programming will be made at the close of the

chapter
Individual Project Strengths and Weaknesses
The Play Lab Project at Belcher town State School

v/as

plagiaed by a variety of problems comm.on to the development

of new programming in an ongoing institutional structure.
In the ea.rly stages, the Project suffered from both space

uncertainties and severe communication problems with Department of Mental Health staff.

Both of these major

problems may be viewed as indicative of inadequate planning
and administration of the Project during developmental

stages
In retrospect,

the Assistant Superintendent for

Children's Services was able to identify the inadequacy of

preparation on his part for implementation of the Project.
114

.
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He felt, however, that the possibility
of making the
structural changes in service delivery at
the institution
necessary for full integration of the Project
into ongoing
services of the institution was limited. The
Assistant

Superintendent also felt that his own vulnerable
position
as a new administrator within the institution
would have
been a handicap in attempting a major reorganization of
services
The structure of the Play Lab staff itself further

contributed to its administrative problems.

The staff,

with the consent of the Assistant Superintendent, decided
to manage themselves on a non-hier archical model.

In

effect, the Project was to have no boss but each staff mem-

ber was to participate on an equal basis in Project devel-

opment and decision making.

This model hampered both the

rate of Project development and communication with other

staff within the hierarchically ordered institution.

The

staff ended up spending an inordinate amount of time in the

decision making process due to the diffuse administrative
"structure.

Further, they were unable to differentiate

their particular responsibilities for other institutional
staff.

The administrative structure contributed signifi-

cantly to the length of time it took the Play Lab to provide direct client services.

The long developmental stage

was perceived by both the Project staff and the Assistant

Superintendent for Children's Services as contributing to
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the resistance to the Project on
the part of other institutional staff.

Although the design of the actual Play Lab
Program
presented an innovative approach to the
programming of
multiply handicapped clients, its foci of one
to one

programming and environmental design were both foreign
concepts to an institution primarily concerned with
mass

provision of services.

The pressure of individualized

client programming and normalization of environments were

perceived as luxuries by most institutional staff who were
employed prior to the emphasis on change within the institutions.

The Project staff expressed that many of the

other Belchertown staff viewed the Project as more recreational than developmental in concept, thus identifying

Project activities as nonessential to institutional programming.

The limited population served by the Project,

combined with its limited outreach effort on the part of
Project staff contributed to the skepticism

v/ith

which the

Project was received by the institution in general.
The Project was strong in its commitment to the popu-

lation it served.

Client progress through Project activi-

ties was documented by all Project staff members.

The staff

also felt strongly that the progress on the part of the

clients served was diminishing conmiunication problems with
other institutional staff.

Although staff agreed that

designing individual client goals in accordance with the
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clients' individualized educational
plans would have
assisted integration into the overall
institutional ser-

vices structure, they felt aiming for
such agreement would
strongly jeopardize the concept of the Play
Lab itself.
Paul A. Dever State School's 89-313 funded
Project

presents an extreme example of the difficulties of
attempting to provide individualized educational programming
as

mandated by Chapter 766 on the grounds of
tion.

a

large institu-

Problems of morale, staff turnover, administrative

reorganization and changed programmatic focus were ex-

hibited in this Project.

The problem of administrative

reorganization during the Project year was viewed by Project staff and administration alike as most critical to the

difficulties the Project encountered.
A new Superintendent became the chief administrator
at the Paul A. Dever State School in March of 1977.
to the new superintendent's arrival,

Prior

all programming for the

under twenty- tv/o population at the State School had been the
joint responsibility of both Department of Education and

Department of Mental Health staff.

The 89-313 Project was

designed to supplement existing joint programming efforts.
In March, programming for the under twenty- two population

became the total responsibility of Department of Education
staff, necessitating extensive changes in client programs
and services.

The 89-313 Project also changed drastically

as a result of the transition in programmatic responsibility
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for the total under twenty- two
population.

At the time of evaluation of the Devcr
89-313 Project
August 1977, much of the Project model was
still in stages

of redefinition.

Ongoing difficulties were poor relations

with other institutional staff, different
programs of the
Project functioning in virtual isolation from
each other,

and lack of inservice training for program staff
and other

institutional staff regarding the intent of the 89-313

funded effort.

Within specific program areas of the Pro-

staff were said to have excellent relations with each
other;

yet these relations seldom carried over to other

components.

One aspect of the total Project, the Special

Project for Intensive Training described in Chapter IV, had
addressed the need for collaborative programming at the
institution.

The Intensive Training Project was developed

through joint effort on the part of Department of Mental

Health staff. Department of Education staff, representatives
from a community educational collaborative, and staff from
the 89-313 funded Project.
‘for

Due to the shared responsibility

Project design and development, the Intensive Training

Project received

a

much higher degree of support from other

institutional staff members.
The 89-313 Project at Walter E. Fernald State School

also was implemented through a period of administrative

reorganization.

Staff of the Project attributed the major-

ity of difficulties in implementing the Project to
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inadequate management and communication
practices.

They

expressed the following weaknesses in the Liaison
Project
1)

The specific role of Project staff was

undefined.

Due to large individual

case loads, the lack of accurate and

complete job descriptions, and the
lack of supervision, many staff had

difficulty defining their roles.
a result,

As

they often ended up perform-

ing a limitless range of duties for
the clients assigned to them.
2)

The access of the liaisons to educa-

tional materials and resources was
limited.

It was, therefore, very

difficult for them to act as resource
persons for other institutional staff.
3)

Ongoing administrative supports to the

Project at the institution were often
felt too weak and impediments to Pro-

ject functions.

Transportation,

structured interaction with other institutional staff, and assistance in
locating other state and local pro-

gramming efforts for the retarded

population would have been very helpful to the liaisons funded through

1?0

the Project.

Documentation and accountability of

4)

Project activities was minimal.

Although their Project had

a

specific

goal of client deinstitutionalization,

record keeping for the Project did
not include actual numbers of placements.

In addition, practices con-

ducive to locating community placements

went without documentation and
replication.
In spite of the weaknesses cited above, the Project

had many specific program strengths.

The staff of the

Project was strongly committed to the concepts of deinsti-

tutionalization and normalization, and, as

a result,

made

a significant impact on the movement tov/ard outside place-

ments for clients.

A number of students were placed in

public school educational programs as the result of Project
efforts.

An accompanying benefit of the efforts to place

individuals in the community was the establishing of rela-

tionships with outside agencies responsible for service to
the under twenty-two population placed at the institution.

The staff also disseminated the concept of deinstitution-

alization to other institutional staff by working closely

with them on

a

practical level to place certain clients in

community programs.
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Charles V. Hogan Regional Center's
89-313 Project was
totally integrated into the ongoing

progran, of the institu-

tion.

The Project's intent of a team
approach to client

service translated into the use of 89-313
funded staff to
augment ongoing services of the institution.
Although this
approach certainly capitalized on a strong
communication
system with other institutional staff, the model
prevented
the Project itself from having any measurable
outcomes or

identity.

In addition,

the team approach often made super-

vision of Project personnel an ambiguous responsibility.
Project staff stated their respective roles were often

clouded by the lack of clear program objectives and job
responsibilities.

When asked to identify particular strengths of the
89-313 Project at Monson State Hospital, both staff and

administration rated the levels of intraproject communication as such strengths.

They felt that commitment to

Project goals was also evident on the part of all persons
involved with the Project.

A major weakness in the Project,

again cited by both staff and administration, was the

necessary abandonment of

Transition Group

a

specific project component, the

Plome Progrsim.

The Transition Group Home Program had been intended
to provide a full time living experience in a homelike

environment to clients of the progrtim in the last stages of

preparation for dcinstitutionalization.

Difficulties in
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obtaining necessary material
supports to the program from
the Department of Mental Health,
combined with structural

violations of health and safety codes
in the Group Home
site, prevented continuance of the
Transition
Program.

It

was terminated two months into the
year, to be replaced by
the evening recreational component
of the
Project.

The

evening recreational program addressed the
same population
as the Transition Group Home.
The primary difficulty cited by Project staff
at

Wrentham State School was the lack of collaboration
between
Project programming and other institutional efforts.

ordinating client schedules with ward staff remained
blem for the duration of Project activities.

Coa pro-

Continuity of

individual programming was essential to the majority of
clients served by the Project, yet difficulties were often

cited as encountered in attempting to coordinate ward and
educational program client objectives.

The lack of time to

work with direct care staff was consistently cited as in-

hibiting the kind of communication necessary to appropriate
^client coordination of service.

Administrative problems were frequently cited by
Project staff at Wrentham as obstacles to the implementation of the 89-313 funded Project.
ages,

Transportation short-

the lack of communication from administrative staff

and inadequacy of evaluation were most frequently mentioned
as prohibiting effective implementation of the Project.
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Summary

As mentioned earlier, the six 89-313
Projects may be
divxded into three distinct Project models.
The three
models were defined in the following manner:
1)

Strictly supplemental services to
all clients in the institution.

2)

Supplemental services embodied in
a specific programmatic effort,

3)

Supplemental services embodied in
a diffuse program effort.

Because of the dispersal of 89-313 Projects and staff into
the variety of program designs, the measurement of outcomes
of individual Projects was difficult.
In general, program design was a good predictor of

the effectiveness of program delivery.

Where there was a

diffusion of 89-313 funded staff into many institutional
niches, efforts toward accountability were most severely

hampered.

These Projects were both most difficult to eval-

uate and least likely to be perceived as successful.

The

second and third categories of program design were more

frequently considered by both staff and administration to
have been successful in spite of numerous obstacles to

Project delivery.
The Projects at Hogan Regional Center and Paul A,

Dever State School were named as examples of the first
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model of Project design.

The Dever Project was extremely

hard to manage and coordinate with
existing programs of the
institution because of its sixe and
lack of clarity.
The

Hogan Project, although not suffering
from the extremes of
administrative confusion exhibited at Dever,
became almost
invisible as an identifiable Project due to
the diffusion
of its services throughout the institution.
Both were more
concerned with filling service vacancies to clients
at the
respective institutions than with integrity of

program model.

a

particular

These Projects extended the supplementary

intention of 89—313 funding to the furthest extreme.
The two Projects falling into the second Project

model, Belchertown State School and Walter E. Fernald State

School, were strong on program integrity;

yet differing

circumstances at the respective institutions produced

differing Project outcomes.

The Walter E. Fernald Project

meshed easily with total institutional programming when
compared to the Project at Belchertown State School.

In

retaining an identifiable function of its own, the deinstitutionalization of clients under twenty- two years of age,
the Walter E. Fernald Project also chose as its program

focus an overall goal of the institution.

The choice of

program focus at the Fernald Project is viewed as the
critical factor in determining the perceived greater

success of the Fernald Project.

Deinstitutionalization of

clients, the goal of the Fernald 89-313 funded Project, was
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also a necessary goal for the
institution.

In contrast,

Belchertown's Project attempted to
superimpose the integrity of their program model upon
the ongoing structure
Of the institution.

The Belchertown State School
Project

was never fully accepted at the State
School due to the
felt incompatibility with day to day
concerns of the institution.
Tlie

Projects at Monson State Hospital and Wrentham

State School are very much a combination of the
above cited

programmatic foci.

At Monson State Hospital and Wrentham

State School, the 89-313 funded Projects both attempted to

augment ongoing programmatic priorities of the institution

while retaining an identifiable goal specific to the Projects.

Of the two, Monson 's Project design was the more

valid.

The Monson Project incorporated an overall goal of

the .institution, deinstitutionalization, with programmatic

activities supportive of the overall goal.

The Project at

Wrentham simply attempted to augment ongoing institutional

programming within a limited number of areas, none of the
areas being interrelated.

Common characteristics were identified as problems in

educational or supplementary educational programs of institutions.

All of the 89-313 funded Projects exhibited these

characteristics to one extent or another, regardless of
overall program success. The primary problems

V'/ere

inade-

quate administrative supports, poor communication with other
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institutional staff and difficulty in
integrating with services and schedules of the overall
institution. Only one
of the Projects,

the Project at Monson State Hospital,
was

perceived as adequately documenting Project
activities or
client behavioral outcomes.
In addition,

half of the Pro-

jects in the study were also hampered by
substantial admin-

istrative and staff turnover.

A discussion of program

models and characteristics, criteria, and recommendations
as to future programming efforts follows in the
conclusion

of this study.

Discussion

A variety of concerns emerge from analysis of the results of the formerly discussed 89-313 funded supplementary

educational programs.

These concerns are representative of

the attempt to incorporate current mandates of special edu-

cation and residential care for the retarded
tion and mainstreaming

normaliza-

into the institutional setting.

The dichotomy is too deeply imbedded in the rationales of

existence for each to successfully accommodate thorough
adherence to both in the same Projects.

CITie

implicit man-

date of 89-313 to service every eligible student through
the monies available, often serves to compound the ambi-

guity of Project intent.
Normalization and mainstreaming, the similar conceptual bases of current movements in both residential care
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for tho mentally retarded and
special education respectively, demand placement of
clients in the least restrictive
environment possible for the individual
clientsneeds.

They further demand that the
environment in which any serVices are provided have some normal
aspects.
Students
enrolled primarily in special education
programs are to be

integrated with normal peers for at least some
part of their
program.
Mentally retarded clients requiring specialized
services for some parts of their habilitation are
to be

housed in environments that as closely as possible
resemble
those of the larger peer groups.

Recent verdicts in court

cases questioning the validity of the institutional setting
as the least restrictive environment have found against the

likelihood of that possibility.

Current legislation effec-

tively prohibits placement in an institutional or special-

ized educational setting unless all other options have been

explored and .rejected.

Extensive due process requirements

delineate the decision making process of choosing the
appropriate environment for a student.
Public residential institutions for the retarded have

consistently existed as the most restrictive end of
tinuum of possible services.

con-

a

Much of their rationale of

protective, custodial care remains today.

The shift to

educational services in itself is drastic enough for

a

residential institution to accommodate, let alone the provision of an education as mandated by current State and
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federal special education legislation.

Doth Chapter 766

and 94-142 impose upon the institutions
a new set of rules
and regulations that demand the
accountability of educational services to the institutional
population.
P.L. 89-313 is amended by these laws,
yet its own

ambiguous requirements diminish the incentives
for the

institutions to pursue less restrictive placements
for
their school age clients.

P.L.

94-142 and Chapter 766 de-

mand that educational programming be provided on an individualized basis for each client served and that the
success of that education be evaluated accordingly.

P.L.

®^~313 authorization suggests that the monies be expended
in such manner as to serve the entire eligible population.

Many of the institutions interpret this to mean that the
supplementary education programs at each school must be

spread equally among the service deficits of all educational programming.
The programs in this study viewed as most successful
in supporting the current trends in educational programming

for the mentally retarded were those which worked toward

that support as a specific goal.

The Projects at Walter E.

Fernald State School and Monson State Hospital both had
deinstitutionalization of clients as specific program goals.

Although the Monson Project pursued that goal through four
different programs, it was able to preserve the goal as
primary and identifiable in Project activities.

These
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ject.,

provided a variety of services
under the umbrella
Of preparation of clients
for placement in less
restrictive
environments. The Fernald
Project focused upon indirect
client services as the primary
mode while the Monson Project was primarily concerned
with provision of direct services.
Yet both had strong program
design in
that the goal
of the program was both
measurable and compatible with

special education legislation.
The Projects in this study viewed
as least successful
are those that interpreted the 89-313
mandate of supple-

mentary educational services to the extent
of totally augmenting ongoing institutional programming.
The Projects at
Paul A, Dever State School and Hogan Regional
Center are
representative of this interpretation.

As with the pro-

grams into which they became integrated, there was
little
focus upon individualization of programming or placement
in
the least restrictive environment.

Rather, they were de-

signed to improve overall quality of services at the institution.

Improving the quality of services at the institu-

tion does not encourage community placement of clients.

If

anything, it reduces the incentives for such placement when
the service being provided is viewed as being less likely
to require change.

The Projects at Belchertown State School and Wrentham

State Hospital are viewed as having limited success for
very different reasons.

The Project at Belchertown was
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strong on program integrity,
as were the more successful
Projects.
The Project model at Belchertown,
however, was a
preconceived design superimposed on the
institutional
ting.

setThe design did not address the
goal of deinstitu-

tionalization in any way.

Further, the program design did

not in any way complement ongoing
programming of the institution in a tangible manner. Individual
client objectives for the Project did not necessarily
coincide with the
objectives specified on the client's individual
educational
plan.
The Project at Wrentham State School had a more

diffuse program design than the Project at Belchertown
State School;
of Wrentham

's

but like the Belchertown Project, the goals
89-313 avoided the issue of placement in the

less restrictive environment.

If preparation for deinsti-

tutionalization was addressed, it was incidental rather than
a

specific program goal.

Recommendations for Future Programming
Supplementary education programs at the State Schools
for the Retarded in Massachusetts have far to go to support

current special education mandates for the population served.
The following recommendations are offered in order to en-

courage compatibility of 89-313 and Chapter 766 programming:
1)

Administrative guidelines concerning
the development of individual project

proposals should be clarified and

expanded in accordance with both
State emd federal programmatic

priorities.

Often the project

proposals were formulated upon

a

limited perception of need, not

necessarily coincidental with the

requirements of special education
services.

Clear goals for the

provision of educational services
at the institutions should be

specified in these guidelines.
The goals of educational services
at the institutions should be stated

in specific behavioral terms, in-

cluding the criteria for measurement
of these goals.

Programs should focus upon a fewer
number of goals and objectives.
Often these goals and objectives may
have to be the least common denominator
of services necessary for the popula-

tion served.

The range of client

abilities makes restricting goals

difficult if large numbers of clients
are to receive such services.

As the

goals and objectives of individual

projects increase, the difficulty
in measuring attainment of these

®^jGotives increases accordingly.
In addition, the project model

becomes clouded, contributing to

management and communication problems.
Incentives for deinstitutionalization

must be built into project funding
requirements.

The current structure

enables the institution to continue
to receive monies for each client

served.

As the number of clients

served decreases, so too does the
available 89-313 funding.

There is

no incentive to push for community

placement of

a

child as a portion of

89-313 funding will accompany that

child to the community.

Traditionally,

incentives have been offered to
local school districts to educate the

deinstitutionalized population.

The

residential institutions, however,
have little to look forward to but

diminished funding when pursuing
community placements.

Resistance is
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high to

tlie

cost of proliferation

of special education programs in
the public schools.

Often, institu-

tional educational programs choose
to improve their own programming

rather than encounter the frustrations
of attempts toward community placement.
4)

Incentives should be provided through
89-313 funding to identify programmatic

techniques successful v/ith severely

handicapped clients.

As noted earlier

in this study, the majority of insti-

tutional populations currently fall

into the severe or profound range of

mental retardation.

Documentation of

successful techniques with this population is limited, and 89-313 monies

provide an opportunity to develop and

document innovative programs.

Stringent

evaluation and reporting requirements
should be included as part of the docu-

mentation of project activities.
5)

Orientation, both to the project and
to the institution at which the project
is located, should be required of all

funded projects as should inservice
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training of project personnel.

At

^^st, educational progranuning is

difficult to impose upon the custodial
structure of the institution.

Orienta-

tion and ongoing staff development

activities would provide supports to

project personnel in the tasks they
are facing.
6)

More attention should be given to

dissemination of project intent,
activities and outcomes.

Good

communication with other institutional
staff is necessary for successful programming.

Good communication with

outside agencies is necessary for
deinstitutionalization.

Strong

dissemination efforts could greatly
assist communication weaknesses.

Implementation of the requirements of both Chapter
766 and P.L. 89-313 in the same educational program is at

best a difficult process.

The nature of residential insti-

t\itions for the retarded compounds the difficulties.

The

recommendations formulated as a result of this study are
felt to be useful in future programming.

They address the

need for integration of the mandates of normalization and

education in the least restrictive environment into
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educational services for handicapped children.

Further,

they provide identifiable processes to being
to alleviate

weaknesses in program design.

The recommendations at the

close of this study are also made with the realization
that

much work remains to be done in order to provide equality
of educational opportunity to the handicapped.

Better

administrative practice, better program design and increased
incentives for deinstitutionalization are viewed as helpful
beginnings;

so are dissemination and staff development

activities.

They are however, only first steps.

Although

legislation and litigation have established the validity of
this equality, the communities and the institutions are far

from realizing its full implications in the provision of

educational and residential programming for the mentally
retarded.
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89-313 PROJECT SURVEY

Institution

Position

Project name individuals regularly use to identify this
project:

Project funding period /

/

/

mo day yr
Is this a new project?

/ to / / / /
mo day yr

a continued project?

OBJECTIVES OF PROJECT
1.

Briefly list the objectives of your project as outlined
in your proposal.

2,

Keying into your objectives list above, cite modification(s), if any, made to original objectives. Discuss
why modif ication( s were made.
)
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design of project
3.

How were each of the following individuals
or groups involved in the formation of your 89-313 project
proposal?

existing teachers/
specialists to be
funded by project
new teachers/
specialists to be
hired and funded
by project

existing administrators to be funded by
project
new administrators
to be hired and
funded by project

existing teachers/
specialists not
funded by project
existing administrators not funded by
project

Advisory Committee
composed of
(

other

involvement in proposal
(check the appropriate box(es)
for each qrouo)
vetoed
no
or
involve- suggested reviewed approved
ment
items
items
items
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institutional staff who participated in
tion of the project proposal, approximately the formawhat proportion agreed to the proposed program?
5.

0 25/4

26 50 %

51 - 75 %

76-100%

not applicable (no
involvement by staff)

For others outside the institution who participated
in
the formation of the project proposal, approximately
what proportion agreed to the proposed program?
6.

0-25%

26-50%

51-75^

76-100%

not applicable (no
involvement)

RECRUITMENT, ORIENTATION, AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT FOR
PROJECT PERSONNEL
7,

Describe the process for hiring new staff: Who did the
interviewing? What were the specific criteria for
hiring? Who made recommendations to the Assistant Superintendent/Project Director on staff to be hired? Was
the on-site supervisor involved in the hiring process?

Please complete the chart below, showing numbers of
applicants and position openings, and the minority/other
status of new staff hired for this project. Minority is
defined as Black, Spanish-surnamed Oriental, and
Native-Amer ican individuals.
,

total number
of applicants

total number
hired

total number of positions minority other minority other
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8.

What processes are used for staff evaluation?
How
often are staff evaluated? Indicate both formal
and
informal mechanisms. Attach sample(s) of evaluative
materials, if available.

9.

To what degree are job descriptions with clear statements
of roles and responsibilities developed for all personnel
on this project?

very high
degree
low
degree

high
degree
very low
degree

moderate
degree
do not knov7

10. To what degree are job descriptions understood by

personnel funded by this project?
very high
degree
low
degree
11.

high
degree
very low
degree

moderate
degree
do not know

To v/hat degree are job descriptions for project personnel updated to reflect changing roles and

responsibilities?
very high
degree
low
degree
12,

high
degree
very low
degree

moderate
degree
do not know

To what degree is there good communication between you
and staff members on this project?

very high
degree
low

degree

high
degree
very low
degree

moderate
degree
do not know
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13. To what degree do you feel there are clearly
defined
lines of authority and responsibility among staff

members?

_very high
degree

^high

^moderate

degree

degree

very low
degree

degree

do not know

14. Did any project personnel leave or resign over the

duration of the project?
yes

no

If yes, show position(s) and
reason(s) for leaving.

15.

Were any project personnel fired over the duration of
the project?

yes

no

If yes, show position(s)
vacated and reason(s) for
termination.
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16. To what degree do you feel there
is commitment to th i
project by the following individuals

DMH Superintendent:

very high
degree
low
degree

^high

degree

moderate
degree

very low
degree

_

DMH staff:

high
degree
^very

low
degree

high
degree

moderate
degree

very low
degree

_

Assistant Superintendent:
very high
degree
low
degree

^high

^moderate

degree

degree

very low
degree

17. Based upon your present assessment of the project's
effectiveness, do you intend to continue it beyond the
end of this fiscal year (31 August 1977)?

yes
If yes,

18.

no

do not know

through what funding source(s)?

For administrating services under this project, cite
problems you encountered in initiating the grant. For
example, did you have difficulty in: hiring qualified
personnel? motivating staff to deliver services
effectively? coordinating new program(s) developed
under this grant with existing programs?
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19.

Were administrative support services adequate
for delivery of project objectives (for example,
secretarial
assistance, duplication, telephone, space, etc.)?
Briefly describe obstacles, if any.

20. Were new and existing staff members provided orientation specific to this project?

yes

no

do not know.

21.

What individual(s) provided the orientation?

22.
24.

About how long did the orientation last?
2-3 hours
^more

from

3

hours to a day

than a day (specify)

do not know

23, What major issues were covered in the orientation?

Is there a mechanism for determining needs for inservice

training?
yes

^no

If yes, please describe.

do not know
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25. V7ere inservice programs/workshops conducted during the

year by this project?
yes

^no

do not know

If yes, please describe the programs/workshops in the
chart below.

degree of helpfulness to
project activities
staff or
moderprogram/workshop
outside
ately
of some of no
very
topic
facilitator? helpful helpful help
help

If you have evaluation materials on inservice programs/
workshops conducted under the project this year, please
attach to this questionnaire.
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PROJECT DELIVERY
26,

Describe in the chart below the population served by
this project.

Briefly describe in behavioral or
descriptive terms what you mean by
this handicap, and note the method
type of
# of cli ents of diagnosis (use about 2-3 lines
handicap minority other for each handicap.

.

—
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27. How was the particular target population
determined

for this project?

28.

How many clients served by this project have been Core
evaluated?
^number served

number Core evaluated

29. Hov/ many clients served by this project have an

educational plan?

number served

number having an
educational plan

30. Were

quarterly reviews completed for each client
served by this project?
yes

31.

no

do not know

Were annual educational reviews completed for each
client served by this project?
yes

_no

do not know

Does one person assume responsibility (through his/her
signature and the date) for each individual Core
evaluation?
34,

32.

yes

^no

do not know

33. How is consistency and accuracy ensured for Core
evaluations when more than one staff person is involved
in completing Cores for the population of cliented

served by this project?

Do you feel the 766 evaluation forms are adequate to
describe your clients? In what areas are there strengths
or deficiencies?

,

35.

In the chart below, please show the extent to which
clients net educational objectives* set.

number of clients for whom
educational objectives v;ore:
successClassification
fully
# of
partially
(handicap or program) clients
met
met
not met

36.

*Educational objectives include gross and fine motor skills,
ADL, sensory stimulation, socialization, communitization
37.
pre-voc, and vocational.

Aside from quarterly reviews and annual educational reviews, are other evaluation methods used to chart the
progress of each client? Please describe.

clients served by this project deinstitutionalized this year?

V7ere any

yes
(a)

no

If yes, please indicate:

number of clients who v/ere moved to day educational placements only
.

(b)

number of clients who are in residential
placement outside the institution.
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38.

For clients in residential placement outside the
institution, please indicate:
(a)

number of clients who remained in the project's
educational program

(b)

number of clients who entered
program

(c)

number of clients in another placement (specify)

a

public school

39.

If you show clients in the (b) or (c) category in question 38, describe staff involvement in the transition
of clients from the project's program to a public school
40. (or other) program (for example, visitations, conferences, workshops).

TRANSPORTATION AND FACILITIES
41.

Are transportation modes adequate for clients to come
and go to project activities on institutional grounds?
yes

^no

Expand on question, or explain
problems, if any.

Area transportation modes adequate for clients involved
in project activities to leave and return to institutional grounds?
yes

no

applicable for this
project

^not

Expand on question, or explain problems, if any.

.

)
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42. Were community trips for clients part of this
project?
If yes, attach documentation or
briefly describe below the purpose of trip( s)

^no

DISSEMINATION
43. Show the methods by which information was disseminated
for this project (check all appropriate items).

meetings with 89-313 staff members
_meetings with 89-313 staff members and other
institutional staff

meetings with other institutions' 89-313 staff
members
letters to parents/guardians

in-house publication( s

)

(for example, newsletters)

in-house bulletin board notif ication( s

workshops (where held?)

regional meetings

(

specif yj

Advisory Committee (composed of
)

public information articles or "spots" in
local newspaper

radio station

tv station

^media outside your local area

other (describe):
brochures, or
If you have some examples of articles,
attach.
please
publications describing your project,

—
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44,

Roughly, what is the proportion of parents/guardians
who take an active interest in the progress of their
child?
45.

0—2 5/0

26—50%

51— 7 5^

76—1 00

do not know

methods do you find the most useful for engaging
parental/guardian interest in the child's care and
progress?

Vlhat

46.

47.

What types of information-sharing between your institution and other similar institutions are the most
effective for delivering services under this project?

What types of information-sharing would you like to
have, but are presently not provided or have yet to be
established?

:

,
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40. Describe in the chart below communication initiated by
you and/or your staff to the following individuals and

groups.

,

usefulness/helpfulness
>1

r

fi

H

H
0)
g

G)
4->

fd

u

frequency

>1

.daily ,v/eekly

individuals and groups monthly
parents
LEA s

.

etc

.

)

L
0
>

some

help

0)

p
o
e

of

o
c
o

know

nor
applica-

do

ble

'

comraunity groups with
whom you have ties

institutions providing
similar services as
yours
collabor atives
regional education
office
colleges and/or
universities
State agencies:

Division of Special Ed
Bureaus (specify):
«

Dept of Public Welfare
Dept of Mental Health
Dept of Youth Services
Dept of Public Health

Office for Children
Mass Rehab Commission
Other (specify)

^
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LOOKING BACK/LOOKING FORWARD
4'9.

50.

Apart from tho stated objectives, or modified objectives made during the year for this project, were there
other outcomes? Cite the unexpected benefits and unexpected problems of the program.

Looking back, what are the particular strengths of this
project? V'Jhat are the weaknesses?

51.

What have you learned from the project that you can
apply to future projects of a similar nature?

FISCAL
52.

When was the .letter of approval received for this
project?

53. Was there an amendment required?

ves
^

“

no

Ml
If yes, how long did it take
this Eunendment to be approved
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54,

When was the final AF4 received so that you knew funds
for this project were definite?
55.

How much time did you have to hire staff before the
project's implementation date?

56. What percent does the fiscal agent take for overhead on

this project?
___percent
57. Do you feel the fiscal agent is a good manager of your
funds? For example: Were monthly or bi-monthly fiscal
reports prepared for you on time? Were bills paid on
time to maintain your credibility in the community? Did
the fiscal agent handle the purchase of equipment or
materials you needed in an expedient manner?
58.

59. Does your fiscal agent provide any benefits, such as
health insurance, retirement, or release time? Please
describe. Wliat additional benefits would you like?

involved
To what extent does your fiscal agent become
the
in project personnel management (for example, was
of
fiscal agent involved in the hiring or termination
any project staff members)?

150
60.

How does your fiscal agent view the ownership
of permanent supplies and equipment bought under
this grant?

61. Were funded for this project budgeted
specifically for

inservice training?
yes

no

If yes, how much?

$

62. Were staff travel funds included in this project?

63.

yes

no

T-If
yes, Vbriefly describe for what
purpose the funds were used.
.

.

64.

Show any m.odif ications to your budget since submission
of your original proposal (prepare a new budget summary
and attach to this questionnaire, if need be).

Indicate any items in your budget (other than pro-rated
expenses) which you intend to purchase, but have not
purchased as of 1 July 1977.

)

i
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89-313 PROJECT STAFF SURVEY

Position

Institution

Date of hire

No, of years experience before
employed on project

Are you certified?
If yes,

yes

no

show certification area

PROPOSAL DESIGN AND PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
1.

Show your involvement in the formation of the 89-313
project proposal. Check all items that apply.
71. 8

2.

no involvement

suggested items

reviewed items

vetoed or approved items

To what degree are you knowledgeable of project

objectives?
13.45 very high
degree

38.08 high
degree
3.97 v ery low

8 .22 low

28.95 m oderate
degree
5

88 d o not know

.

degree

degree

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
3.

To what degree is your job description clear as to the
roles and responsibilities expected of you?

11.50 very high
degree
14.55 low
degree
4.

19 15 high
.

degree

11. 35 very low

40,83 moderate
degree
1

.

5

2_do not know

degree

your
During the course of project implementation, was
role in the project changed?
36.60 y GS

56.88 no

If

guestion

6.
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5.

If yes, was your job description updated to reflect
your changing role or responsibility?

11.17 y es

18.75 no

5.42 no response

7.78 do not know

56.88 not applicable

MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS
6.

To what degree do you feel you receive appropriate
advice and direction from your direct supervisor?

23.77 very high
degree

42.00 h igh
degree

11.52 low
degree
7.

To what degree is there good communication between you
and other staff members on this project?

31.20 h igh
degree

27.53 m oderate
degree
do not know

1,45 v ery low
degree

2.57 low
degree

To what degree is there good communication bet\>7een you
and your immediate supervisor?

31.72 h igh

41.50 very high
degree
1.18 low
degree
9.

do not know

2.63 very low
degree

36.27 very high
degree

8.

20.07 m oderate
degree

degree
1.45 very low

23.02 m oderate
degree
1.12 do not know

degree

this
Is your direct supervisor the project director for

project?
18.25 yes
10.

77.60 n o

3.02 d o not know

To what degree do you feel your performance is

evaluated properly?
6.68 very high
degree

12.63 low
degree

27.42 h igh
degree

15.82 very low
degree

24 55_j noderate
.

degree
12.0 8 do not know
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For questions 11 through 13, show the degree to which
you feel there is commitment to this project by the
individuals listed.
11.

By the Superintendent
5.67 very high
degree
5.35 low
degree

12.

20.75 h igh
degree

14.33 v ery lov;
degree

35.73 d o not know

By other institutional staff

15.60 very high
degree

15.93 low
degree
13.

17.07 m oderate
degree

24. 77 h igh

degree
3.57 very low
degree

34.47 m oderate
degree
2.63 do not know

By the Assistant Superintendent
3 2.90

18.55 h igh
degree

very high
degree

3.57 low

7.42 very low

19.65 m oderate
degree
-

do not know

ORIENTATION
14. Were you provided orientation specific to this project?

50.00 y es

48.90 n o

1.12 d o not know

If no, go to question 16.
15.

To what degree do you feel the orientation was useful
to project activities?

8.58 very high
degree

20. 62 high

4.38 low

48.18 not applicable

degree
very low

18.23 m oderate
degree
do not know

.

1G3

INSERVICE TIiAINING
16.

Were inservice programs or workshop conducted during
this year by this project?
56.22 y es
rio

17.

29.58 no

13.00 d o not know

response

If no, go to question 18.

If you answered "yes" to question 16, please list the
program/workshop topic(s), who it was facilitated by,
and the degree of helpfulness to project activities.'

program/workshop topic

inst. staff or outside facilitator?

d egree of helpfulness to project activities
of some
of no
moderately
Very
help
help
helpful
helpful

The majorit's of persons ra :ed inserviC'

moderately

1

^

from

elpful to very helpful

CLIENT BEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES
18. Hov7 many clients do you regularly serve? 24 . 50 aver age
(

Range was low of zero and high of 125)

Note:
19.

To what degree are you familiar with behavioral
objectives for the clients you serve?

43.45 very high
degree
'

4.23 low
degree

31.15 high
degree
1.90 very low

4.52 not applicable

degree

13.62 m oderate
degree
1

.12 do not know

)
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20,

Please show your involvement in designing and/or
implementing behavioral objectives for the clients you
serve.
Check all items that apply,
13.00 no involvement

12,12 following written
objectives only

8,88 assisting in
66,00 assisting in writing and
writing objectives
following objectives
•k

21.

Show the proportion of clients that you serve in each
of the following categories:
41,2 8 % successfully met objectives
39,31 % partially met objectives

20,69 % did not meet objectives

Remember, your three percentage categories must
add to 100 %

^Responses do not include data from Belchertown State
School

TRANSPORTATION AND FACILITIES
22.

Are transportation modes adequate for clients to come
and go to project activities on institutional grounds?

es
24. 46,83 y
23.

52,07 n o

1.12 do not know

Are transportation modes adequate for clients involved
in project activities to leave and return to institutional grounds?
45,87 y es

44,78 no

1,18 n o response

8.17 not applicable

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT
Do parents visits regularly? 10.

2 3 jyes

,75.0^2_no

1G5
25. Ai:e there consistent methods
used to engage parental or
guardian

interest in client care and progress?

26.

1^_._38

yes

34.70 no

36.30 d o not

3.90 n o

response
Roughly, what is the proportion of parents or
who take an active interest in the progress of guardians
the
clients you work with this could include letters
phone calls, as well as visitations).
(

44.00
27.

17.90
26—50%

0-25/O

6.35

-

51—75%

76-100%

31.02
do not
know

.72

no
response

DISSEMINATION

What is the degree to which you feel there is adequate
information-sharing between your project and similar
projects in other institutions?
very high
degree
21.80 low
degree

11.85 h igh
degree

28.60 very low
degree

17.98 m oderate
degree
19.75 d o not know

OVERALL
28.

On the whole, to V’/hat degree do you feel this project
has been successful?
24.95 very high
degree
.

72 low

degree
29.

57.92 h igh
degree

very low
degree

14.23 moderate
degree
2.17 do not know

Please add any additional comments appropriate to your
inyolyement with this project (please use the back side
of this page).

